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I. INTRODUCTION 
In the United States, use of land is beset by a 
dilemma. There is excess land in agriculture while the 
supply of land for other use categories is insufficient to 
meet demands. The water requirements in agriculture compete 
with other uses. The growing demands for land and water in 
other sectors make the future situation even more critical. 
Land retirement, development, and transfer between uses 
proceed side by side and seem often to be in conflict with 
each other as to their effects. 
This thesis represents an attempt to combine regional 
input-output and linear programming methods to study 
efficient patterns of land use. Efficiency is conceived in 
the sense of minimizing specified costs of production in 
line with potential demands considered aggregately and 
separately. 
The approach taken utilizes a regional input-output 
model cast into a programming framework and considers an 
economy with substitution possibilities and multiple primary 
resources. Stochastic influences on the solutions are con­
sidered. 
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II. THE PROBLEMS OF LAND RESOURCE USE 
A. Definition of Land and Land Resources 
What is land? In economic literature the word land is 
a very widely used term but perhaps the least understood or 
defined. It is used without definition most of the time, 
the implication being that the word has an established 
meaning within an economic context. 
Conventionally the term land is used to imply that it 
is part of the three primary resource categories : land, 
labor, and capital. Based upon this convenient and useful 
economic trichotomy, Chryst and Timmons (24, p. 254) in 
modern land economics offer probably the most precise and 
useful definition of land resources. They state : 
The term "land resources" means all attributes of 
a tract of land including (l) natural attributes, 
i.e., soil and climate; (2) socially created 
attributes, i.e., any publicly supplied improve­
ments such as highways, drainage and flood control; 
and (3) capital investments in land which become 
fixtures, i.e., terraces and fertility. 
Thus Timmons (127) recognizes and distinguishes between the 
two basic components of land, namely, spacial dimensions and 
mass. He subdivides the latter into categories that are 
practically usable and meaningful within the realm of land 
economics inquiry. 
For the purposes of this study, land is defined as the 
totality of all land resources within the spacial dimensions. 
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Thus all of Timmons1 definitions concerning land resources 
remain unchanged. Only the concept of land is changed. 
Under Timmonsr definition, land resources and land are 
logically subsets, both together making up a whole set. 
Under the proposed definition, the concept of land is the 
whole set, while land resources are a subset as defined. 
Now land can be envisioned as fixed spatially relative to 
the earth while the resources may not. But this is true 
under any definition. Many resources are subject to 
natural or rythmic processes and changes by man. Some may 
change location, or form. At any one point in time, the 
modifications that can be imposed by man upon a resource 
may be represented geometrically by a line segment : 
0 M 
At point 0 there are no modifications undertaken, at M 
the resource has undergone the maximum amount of change. 
The limits on changing resources at any time are imposed by 
the knowledge of man. Thus if knowledge can be endlessly 
increased, resources can be endlessly modified (or new ones 
created). Thus in the long run, resources are unlimited. 
The only concern becomes whether knowledge can keep pace 
with rising demands. The changes that resources can undergo 
are also subject to control by social institutions or 
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structures. Thus Chryst and Timmons (24, pp. 253-254) define 
"land resource institutions as the entire body of rights and 
responsibilities created by society regulating the use and 
control of land resources." 
B. General Problem of Land Resource Supply 
Land resources are needed both for agricultural and 
non-agricultural uses. In the United States, the rapid 
growth of population, the rate of urbanization, and the 
rapid technological growth with the phenomenal rise in per 
capita income all created some acute problems of land use or 
allocation. Population increased by about 1.7 per cent per 
year during the last decade alone. In the same period, out­
put per worker in agriculture increased 6.2 per cent per 
year compared with 2.9 per cent in non-farm industries 
according to a United States Department of Agriculture 
report (144). 
The United States is about 70 per cent urban. Starting 
with a 1947-49 base period, total disposable personal income 
increased by 83 per cent (Clawson, 25). In the non-
agricultural category, land requirements for manufacturing, 
residential, commercial, transportation, and recreational 
activities are competing for the use of land in any one 
location. In the efficient location of these activities, 
the adequacy of the labor force, the availability of other 
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resources, transportation costs, taxes, and market size must 
be considered. And transportation problems in urban areas, 
slum clearance projects, and highway construction involve 
many difficult economic, legal, political, and ethical 
problems. 
Non-agricultural land use is in direct competition with 
agricultural use whenever both coincide geographically or 
touch. Metropolitan fringe areas and highways are good ex­
amples. In farming areas, each type of agriculture competes 
for the use of certain classes of land. In what areas or 
regions and for what types of land does this competition 
take place? Is agriculture organized efficiently in pro­
ducing commodities or utilizing its resources? Can im­
provements be made? What kinds of changes are needed? What 
are the prospects for the future? 
These are the type of questions that every citizen or 
agency concerned with land use problems may be asking. And 
an agency charged with land use policy must study some of 
these problems. 
A scientific study may be regarded as a reaction to a 
problematic situation. If one commences a study into land 
use patterns, it should originate there also. Since this 
manuscript represents such an attempt, a formal rationali­
zation of the inquiry may be in order. 
A problematic situation can be described philosophically 
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as a situation of stress. One experiences a conflict. This 
may be due to a gap between the existential situation and the 
norm (or goal) that one has in mind. In light of the pre­
ceding remarks on land use, there obviously seems to be a 
discrepancy between the norm and the existing situation. The 
efficiency of the agricultural plant can be improved. Agri­
culture is plagued with the much discussed, little understood 
surplus or overproduction problem. The rate of mobility of 
resources, given the existing institutional, political, and 
ethical forces, cannot keep up with the rate of adoption of 
innovations by the farmers. The result is that excess re­
sources of land and labor contribute to overproduction and 
reduce returns to farmers. Given a rich country like the 
United States, the farmer cannot share equally in the prog­
ress in which he is so instrumental. From 194-7-49 to 1959, 
income per capita of the non-farm population rose 40 per 
cent. But total net income from agriculture declined by 20 
per cent in the same period (Heady, 62). Income per capita 
from farm sources increased by only 16 per cent despite a 
decrease of the farm population by 30 per cent (Heady, 62). 
Or taking the year 1959, the average family income in the 
United States after taxes was $5,880 as compared to an 
average net cash income from farming of $2,115. 
The aggregate demand and supply elasticities for food 
at the farm level are extremely low (-.23, .3 respectively), 
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and the income elasticity of demand for aggregate food at 
the farm level is virtually nil, according to Brandow (15) 
and Cochrane (26). In such a situation, all output in­
creases result in large price reductions from which the con­
sumer ultimately benefits by lower prices, but a larger 
amount of taxes is required to cover increasing costs of 
price support programs. The government programs simply 
attempt to maintain a selected minimum price level for major 
surplus commodities. Because of ineffective supply con­
trols, surpluses keep rising, and program costs are on the 
upward climb. Sub-marginal, or unprofitable farm enter­
prises are maintained along with large commercial farms. 
There are large numbers of small, inefficient farms scat­
tered geographically all over the United States. Production 
in some regions is highly inefficient, in others highly 
efficient on the average. As far as the population is con­
cerned farm people comprise about eight per cent of the total 
population. Historically, the freeing of the labor force 
and provision of surplus capital for industrial development 
by agriculture was probably one of the major contributions 
to economic development. But now the agricultural labor 
force is less than ten per cent of the total labor force. 
And the country is highly industrialized. Shifts of labor, 
even if they are absorbed, cannot have significant impacts. 
With the decline in the economic share of national income, 
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the farmers1 political power will decline. There are about 
21 per cent of farmers who supply 72 per cent of the agri­
cultural commodities. American agriculture could be very 
easily envisioned as consisting of about a million such 
highly efficient farmers in the future. What implications 
does such a possibility carry for the future ? Is it desir­
able from the economic viewpoint? 
Thus, as far as land use is concerned, there seems to 
be clearly a wide gap between an efficient or desirable pat­
tern of land use and the present one. 
C. Specific Problem 
Given the general problematic setting, the specific 
problem for consideration in this study can be delimited 
now. The technological revolution in agriculture means that 
the United States may continue to produce more food and 
fiber than can be used effectively. [Output per worker in 
agriculture has increased during the past decade 6.2 per 
cent per year compared with 2.9 per cent in the non-farm 
sectors (Timmons, 129).] A report of The Land and Water 
Policy Committee of the United States Department of Agricul­
ture and other publications (l44) come to the conclusion 
that increased demand will not take up the excess in the 
agricultural output capacity by 1980. Given a population of 
about 250 million people for the 50 states, disposable 
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income per capita was projected, to a level of more than 50 
per cent above i960, while total disposable income more than 
doubled in constant dollars. Within the assumed framework, 
the domestic use of farm products was projected to rise by 
about 40 per cent (including an upgrading of the diet). A 
decrease of non-food uses of farm products is also projected 
for the next 20 years. According to the report (l44), ex­
ports of farm products in i960 were about 90 per cent above 
1950 exports, reflecting partly government programs. For 
1980 the export volume is expected to be about 40 per cent 
higher than in i960. 
The estimated domestic and export requirements would 
require an increase in crop output of 38 per cent; for 
pasture, up about 45 per cent; and for livestock use, up 
around 44 per cent. However, although there may be excess 
supply of land, the needs for water may drain seriously the 
present supplies available. For example, annual withdrawal 
of water for all uses in the United States is about 25 per 
cent of (annual) renewable supply. But by 1980 the figure 
may be at least 60 per cent, given present use efficiency or 
about 60 million gallons per day (United States Department 
of Agriculture, 144). Milliman (92) claims that through 
inappropriate administration or pricing policies water is 
wasted by many because its cost to the users is fixed or 
below its value to them. Many urban localities in the East 
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or West have shortages of supplies to meet municipal and. 
industrial uses. The needs for water for irrigation may 
present difficult problems because 60 per cent of the water 
taken for irrigation is used consumptively and thus is not 
available for re-use. Agriculture is facing increased com­
petition with industries and cities for water, area and 
price wise. The recent bitter legal battles between the 
State of California and the State of Arizona are only ex­
amples of the rising water shortage. By 1980 agriculture 
can expect to reduce its consumptive use of water from 85 to 
about 73 per cent of total use (United States Department of 
Agriculture, 144). The construction of dams unfortunately 
leads to tremendous water loss through evaporation. Thus, 
technology may be the greatest hope of the future. At the 
present, there are a number of experimental methods being 
developed to convert salt to sweet water in Alaska (partial 
vacuum process). But the price is yet prohibitive, about 
four dollars per 1,000 gallons. 
The needed growth to meet demand for timber in 1980 is 
estimated to lie about 44 per cent above present production 
(United States Department of Agriculture, 144). The pro­
jected growth is expected to fall short of needed growth. 
Most deficits may occur in the growth of eastern softwoods 
and western species. Although consumption of lumber has 
decreased since 1950 by about 3-1 per cent a year as a 
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result of changes In construction and. substitution, the per 
capita consumption of softwood-plywood has been increasing 
by about 9 per cent a year. Pulpwood consumption has 
doubled in the past 15 years. 
The major non-agricultural uses of land are as follows : 
1. Urban areas and highways 
The acreage required by urban expansion and 
highway needs and airports is estimated to increase 
by about 20 million acres by 1980 (United States 
Department of Agriculture, 144). This implies a 
rate of absorption of about one million acres per 
year. 
2. Areas used for public installations 
The areas devoted to national defense, water 
control reservoirs, public, industrial and experi­
mental, and other uses may increase by five million 
acres by 1980 (United States Department of Agricul­
ture, 144). 
3. Recreation and wildlife 
These areas include National, State and local 
parks, fish and wildlife areas, and are for 
recreational use. There are various projections, 
but the report of The Land and Water Policy Com­
mittee (United States Department of Agriculture, 
144) indicates that at least an increase of 23 
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million acres may be needed by 19o0. There are 
about 277 million acres of land, 62 million acres 
in the 48 contiguous states and 215 million acres 
in Alaska and Hawaii, which consist of desert, base 
rocks, or swamps. A decrease of 11 million acres 
of this class of land is projected for 1980 due to 
shifts to residential, highway, and other special 
uses. 
Thus the summary of the overall projected shift looks 
as follows : 
Table 1. Summary of projected land use changes, United 
States, 196O-I98O, by major categories3-
Land use 
Cropland (includes rotation 
pasture 
Grassland and range 
Forest land 
Recreational or wild life 
Urban, highway, installations 
Other non-agricultural and 
waste 
Total 
Land 
Land acreage 
acreage in 1980 Net 
in 1959 projected change 
(million acres) 
458 408 -50 
633 652 +19 
746 741 -5 
60 83 +23 
85 110 +25 
277 267 -10 
2,269 0 
^Compiled from data of the United States Department of 
Agriculture (144). 
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According to this table it "becomes evident that a sig­
nificant amount, or an estimated 50 million acres, of crops 
and rotation pasture land may not be needed in 1980. 
Thus, judging from the above statistics it seems that 
the present dilemma of excess supply of land in agriculture, 
given water shortages and competing non-farm uses, may be 
intensified in the future. How and in what geographical 
areas should land be transferred to other uses more in line 
with present and potential demands? Recreational use, for 
example, has already a high social value. But present 
government programs may be ineffective in shifting or re­
tiring farm land to such uses if the payments get capi­
talized into land based on non-existing or inferior uses and 
may prevent its transfer to non-agricultural uses (Chryst, 
24). Thus money payments alone may not achieve land-use 
shifts. To promote more efficient agricultural use of land 
reorganization on the intrafirm, interfirm level, and on 
interregional and intraregional bases may be needed. Here 
the association theory of rational resource use as developed 
by Timmons (126) is of value in analyzing alternative oppor­
tunities. The soilbank and similar programs are means by 
which some farm land is idled. Public payments for land 
idled in agriculture may indicate that such land yields no 
positive value products to the public. But idle resources 
basically make no contribution to economic growth; they may 
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only impose "burdens upon other segments of the economy. And 
allocations of land among alternative uses should be related 
perhaps to expected additions to national product rather 
than merely to the size of the imbalance in farm output and 
demand for farm products. 
Thus it seems that there exist some critical research 
needs in land resource policy. 
D. Objectives of Study and Procedures Used 
Since a framework is needed to generate information 
about land use in the United States (and agriculture in 
particular) in an economically consistent and compatible 
fashion and to relate it to other economic variables and 
current and potential demands the need for a formal model is 
obvious. The remedy is clearly to develop one. 
The primary objective of the study consists of an ex­
plorative integration of input-output and programming 
methods in the study of land and land resource use. The 
application of the model for predictive purposes can be 
thought of as an ancillary objective. 
E. Organization of the Report 
This report consists of seven major parts. The first 
two sections are introductory and deal with the nature of 
land,, the problems involved, objectives, and procedures used 
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In the study. The third, part includes some characteristics 
of a model which are used to appraise uses of land re­
sources. The fourth part considers the theoretical basis of 
input-output analysis. The fifth part is concerned with a 
synthesis of input-output with normative analysis. Funda­
mental concepts of programming as they relate to the model 
are discussed and put into a new theoretical framework which 
is formally presented. Implications for data requirements 
arise and are dealt with directly. The sixth section is 
concerned with errors and stochastic influences. A summary 
and conclusion form the final major section of this report. 
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III. REQUIREMENTS OF A MODEL TO APPRAISE USES 
OF LAND RESOURCES 
A. The Model 
The major part of the thesis is concerned with the 
construction of the model. Tests of the validity of the 
diagnostic and remedial hypotheses will come through actual 
application and modification of the model. The implementa­
tion of the model can proceed again within the framework of 
scientific inquiry. The effectiveness and versatility in 
pointing out solutions to land use problems will be the 
criteria in judging its usefulness. 
In the subsequent section, the main features of the 
model will be outlined. In a way this will provide an 
understanding of the specific problems involved and the 
general requirements of such a model much better. 
In a realistic analysis of the role of land resources 
in economic growth the various interdependencies of economic 
activities must be taken into account. The evaluation of 
these interdependencies in terms of economic quantities is 
of prime importance to any practical plan of action. Such 
an analysis could be conducted within the context of a 
general equilibrium model. This is so because intersectoral 
relations are the essence of the problem. And since land is 
a spatial concept, a spatial equilibrium model seemed in 
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order. 
Most tools of economic analysis combine assumptions 
about the future (based on past empirical data) with norma­
tive criteria for predictive purposes. From the theoretical 
viewpoint the distinction between these models is one of 
degree; it consists in the varying ratio of positive to 
normative assumptions^and is not important. For the policy 
maker, the distinction becomes quite significant. In this 
sense, a distinction exists, for example, between a model 
using structural equations, an input-output analysis, and 
non-stochastic programming. Most of the econometric models 
worked out for agriculture in a rigorous fashion are adapted 
to short-run (one or two years ahead) predictions only and 
answer questions about the most likely situation. For ex­
ample, the most likely response of supply or demand is 
postulated where some normative assumptions about the rela­
tion between supply and demand are made. The policy maker 
may get a clear insight into the structure of agriculture 
and its future prospects, but questions about desirable 
adjustments (or targets) and the means to get there (instru­
ments) are not directly answered by the model. The policy 
maker must get these somewhere else. 
A similar situation persists when one employs input-
output models. Most models used are of the Leontief (open) 
type. They are static, do not allow for substitutability, 
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and. the only real cost is labor-. For policy purposes, suoh 
a model is primarily useful in disclosing industrial inter­
dependence (industries can be conceived of in a variety of 
ways according to location, type of production function, 
vertical integration, etc.) and in tracing repercussions 
throughout the system. Despite some normative assumptions 
(like constant costs of production) the model is over­
whelmingly positive in its characteristics, it gives predic­
tions based on empirical interrelationships. But it dis­
closes nothing about desirability of its results. The 
assumption of only one resource, labor, makes it useless 
for many policy recommendations on resource allocation. 
If one turns to programming, optimization of some 
values subject to restraints becomes the primary goal. 
Given some minimum necessary assumptions about the future, 
this approach yields an answer which the policy maker can 
use as a criterion of desirability or as a norm. Program­
ming establishes then primarily a target toward which 
policies can be directed. Its aim is not to describe or 
predict the future. 
Based upon the above considerations, it seems that for 
policy purposes the available methods of economic analysis 
are characterized by deficiencies. The tools are either 
characteristically descriptive or normative. What is needed 
is a combination of both. And so it is proposed to combine 
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the input-output table with programming methods in an inte­
grated fashion. Realistically, substitution between inputs 
or production techniques, multiple products, and use of a 
number of resource constraints, such as land, water, capital, 
and labor should be allowed. Demand can be treated as an 
exogenous or endogenous entity. Such an innovation would 
destroy the determinacy of the conventional Leontief model. 
Programming techniques can be used to ascertain the optimal 
production patterns and final outputs satisfying the various 
restraints. Such an approach would have these advantages: 
1. Abolish some of the unrealistic assumptions usually 
made by introducing more reasonable ones. 
2. By blending input-output with programming methods 
one achieves prediction and optimization within a 
general equilibrium framework. 
The suggested approach would give the policy maker a good 
tool of prediction. He could be provided with a goal toward 
which he should strive, and at the same time he would be 
able to trace the likely repercussions of his actions 
through the interdependence coefficients of the various 
industries (regions, commodity groups, etc.). 
And a spatial commodity approach seems to be the most 
desirable one. Output requirements must be ultimately 
translated into land requirements, by type and location of 
land. 
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Subsequently a brief formal illustration of the ideas 
will be presented, in as plain language as the subject 
matter permits. 
The conventional static (open) Leontief model can be 
described as follows : 
Let X^Xg, ...,Xn be total outputs, and let XQ stand for 
labor, where C^C^, ...,Cn represent final demands for each 
of the produced goods. By assumption CQ = C. 
If is the amount of input of the i^*1 good used in 
producing the j^*1 good, then: 
\ = x±1 + x±2+ +Xin+Gi > 1 = 0,1,2,...,n , (Eq. l) 
and the production function is described as follows : 
Xj = PJ (xoj, .. ,xnj. ) , j = 1,2, ...,n . (Eq. 2) 
This implies constant costs, single product output; p^ is a 
homogeneous function of the first degree. 
Since each input x.. is required in fixed proportions 
-L J 
to output Xj,x^ j = a^ jXj, j=l, ... ,n, i=0,_l, ,n. 
Then the matrix 
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l01 
'11 
21 
02 
12 
22 
aC 
a] 
a, 
03 * * • # On 
13 ' * • • aln 
23 * ' . . a2n 
nl n2 n3 nn 
represents the given non-negative technological coeffi­
cients. Combining the above, 
Xi " ail X1 + ai2X2+** *+ainXn+Ci (Eq. 
jfi aijXj+Ci ' i =0,1,2,...,n (Eq. 
If one is given C2,...,C there would be n+1 linear 
equations in n unknown X's. By substitution methods, one 
can express each produced X^ in terms of the C's. There­
fore, 
Xi ~ Ail°l + Ai2C2 + ' + Ain^n (Eq. 
" . 
Z
n 
AikCk ' i=l 
(Eq. 
or X = (I-a) in matrix form (A = (I-a) ) . (Eq. 
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The form of the Input-output model Is obviously linear. 
And the subtle restriction on the input coefficients is that 
I I-a | > 0 , and each (l-a^) > 0 . 
The significant conclusion is that a Leontief system is 
really a peculiar type of linear programming : 
the objective function is =cQaoiXl + c0a02X2 
+•••+cOaOnXnJ or a'x, where cQ= labor cost; and 
the restraints are (i-a)X > C,X > 0. Subject to 
the restraints, one minimizes the objective func­
tion, ignoring one inequality sign. 
The study proposal consists of treating the "industries" 
as regions dependent on each other. Each region produces 
one or more homogeneous commodities, some of which are sub­
stitutes for each other. One introduces a number of primary 
resources and capacity restrictions. This, of course, makes 
the input-output model indeterminate. There are problems of 
choice now involved. Therefore programming techniques may 
be used to achieve optimization of the outputs (in the sense 
of minimum cost combinations) for given demands 1s. The 
program now becomes : 
restraints : (I-a)+X > C , 
where (I-a)+ = "a0 
-&0(1 )  -&0(2 ) . . . -&0(n )  I -&0(0 )  
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and now one minimizes 6 = *>?X,X > 0, where d is a oolumn-
vector of the form = (b^^ + b21+...+ b + (b12 + 
b22 + ...+ bm2)Q + ...+ (bln + b2n + ...+ b^)9, and 
r = 1,2,... ,m, the number of resources, 
i = 1,2,...,n, the number of commodities, 
Q, = 1,2,...,s, the number of regions. 
The b1 s are the total requirements of the r**1 resource to 
produce the i^*1 commodity. 
Before the theoretical outline of the model is thrust 
upon the reader, a short digression into the relationship 
between economic policy and model building may be in order. 
B. Economic Policy and the Model 
The government is a decision making unit. One of its 
tasks is the formulation of economic policy. This is a 
significant activity in most modern democratic economies, as 
reflected by the relatively large share of national income 
which may be the result of government activities. 
The government has to render decisions. And a decision 
problem can be regarded as consisting of four parts : 
1. an objective function which indicates the desir­
ability of various possible outcomes; 
2. a number of policy alternatives, or instruments; 
3. a model which really serves the purpose of speci­
fying the empirical relations existing between the 
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decision variables, oLlier variables, arid uiis 
instruments; and 
4. the computational methods (these are used to 
specify the instruments which would optimize the 
objective function subject to assumptions of the 
model). 
Such a model is evidently sequential and is subject to un­
certainty. The goal is to maximize the expected value of 
future discounted activities or returns. The realistic 
model is sequential, but not in any simple way. The con­
sequences of decisions made in period t, for example, may 
come to fruition or affect the decisions or events occurring 
in the next period in variable ways. Some decisions may 
affect events or other decisions before the consequences 
have fully set in. They may affect different economic vari­
ables in a selective manner, i.e., with varying degrees of 
intensity or duration over time. Other decisions may in­
fluence the decisions or events occurring in the next period 
only when all the repercussions have become felt. Still the 
possibility exists that some decisions may require an un­
known time period before they influence future events or 
decisions. It is also conceivable that some decisions carry 
consequences which are insignificant for some (or all) 
future decisions and therefore may be ignored. Besides all 
these difficulties, one still has to deal with uncertainty, 
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i.e., the impossibility to predict the future with certainty 
or a certain probability distribution. 
The characteristic complexity of reality indicates that 
any construction of a truly realistic model is beyond the 
capacity of our knowledge. "Idealized" decision models have 
been constructed. As a matter of fact, programming repre­
sents such an approach. Quite often, when used ingeniously, 
they are quite illuminating in explicitly pinpointing the 
fundamental problems and the appropriate behavior (Day, 31). 
And the use of static analysis may be interpreted as really 
a reflection of the limitations of the "state of the arts" 
in economics. But the implications of the underlying 
problems are far-reaching. They indicate that while using 
static or one-period analysis one cannot base his conclu­
sions only upon the period under consideration. And the 
objective function is evidently also an approximation, since 
it should include some random term to reflect errors (in the 
variables and in the equation). As time passes, our know­
ledge may increase and the approximations may be improved 
then. 
The solution of decision problems by various simplified 
means has been quite popular in the past. The results can 
be fairly accurate if: 
1. there are no significant errors in the solution 
based upon information available except those due 
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to risk or uncertainty, 
2. the errors committed because of risk or uncertainty 
in each time period are insignificant or informa­
tion becomes available in time to modify the 
necessary decisions (or effects) with perfect 
accuracy, or 
3. those decisions that carry significant consequences 
which cannot be modified can be discounted due to 
present time preferences or uncertainty to insig­
nificant proportions. 
From the above remarks it seems that unless one engages 
in wishful thinking, probably only the first of the condi­
tions listed will be met in most decision problems in 
general. 
In light of this discussion, the approach suggested by 
the second objective of the study may become more obvious. 
The goal is basically one of supplying information about a 
future time period. Such information must be part of any 
planning in a democratic society. Apart from methodological 
and purely economic implications, the fusion of input-output 
with programming methods accomplishes the purpose of stating 
the objective function which is necessary for decision 
making. Since the information is supplied by a formal 
model, the empirical relation between economic entities (or 
instruments) and decision variables is stated directly. 
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In other words the best picture of the future, a 
criterion function, and a model are provided. Given some 
selected criteria, computations are performed to arrive at 
the values or quantities of certain economic variables that 
can serve as instruments to optimize certain goals. The 
range of instruments or policies open for planning is 
limited, but choice is left open for the decision maker. 
Imagining for the moment that our model assumptions are 
true, specification of an optimum structure of the economy 
in some close future time period indicates a point in time 
towards which one should strive. Given that, in an abstract 
sense, our present economic status represents another point, 
a straight line would establish the shortest way to reach 
it. If the line is interpreted synonymously with some 
economically desirable criterion, then such a model would 
indicate the path of growth over time. In reality, one 
would be justified in saying that such a model would at 
least indicate the direction of desirable development. 
The formulation of the policy problem has proceeded in 
mathematical decision framework. Actually, it is a counter­
part of the philosophical approach to scientific procedure, 
just a particular interpretation. As a matter of fact, the 
analogy is doubly appropriate because the scientific 
methodology can be put in turn into a decision frame of 
reference. It may be interesting to make this comparison. 
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To use conventional stochastic programming as one simple 
decision framework, scientific pursuit could be imagined as 
a problem in which the expected cost of obtaining a "correct" 
result(s) from investigation(s) should be minimized. Or the 
expected usefulness of the results should be maximum, sub­
ject to certain conditions. 
In essence, this is exactly analogous to the epistemo-
logical reasoning involved in the derivation of scientific 
inquiry. From the philosophical viewpoint, Dewey arrives at 
a process of scientific investigation which is a general 
method to optimize the objective function of the "scientific" 
decision problem as stated previously. Except there may be 
a tendency to maximize the probability of the correct re­
sults, which is tantamount to the assumption of weaker re­
straints on resources. 
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XV. THE INPUT—OUTPUT APPRO Av H 
A. Origins of Input-Output 
In this section some of the analytical techniques which 
will be used to implement the model will be discussed. 
Since the input-output approach forms a substantial 
portion of the techniques used, the postulation of basic 
concepts relating to input-output may be in order following 
a digression on its historical origins. 
As an example, an economy may consist of a system of 
interdependent productive activities of, say, n in number. 
Some sectors require outputs of other sectors to carry on 
their activities; and the outputs of other sectors may be in 
turn dependent upon these activities, and this results in 
general interdependence of the economy. The ultimate pur­
pose of all these economic activities may be viewed as the 
supply of output in excess of the internal requirements, 
i.e., supply of goods or services for consumption outside 
the productive system. 
If one can represent total output of some productive 
sector i as X^, and that part of total output X^ that is re­
quired by sector j as X^^, then the remaining output of the 
i h^ sector can be denoted as . Now the distribution of 
the total output can be viewed as follows : 
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A11 a12 + • • • + Ain + *1 ~ A1 
(Eq. 8) 
The above equations are equivalent to the usual inter­
industry flow table. The units in which production and 
demand are expressed may vary from industry to industry. 
In matrix form the equations can be written more com­
pactly as 
(Eq. 9) 
If one makes the assumption that the requirements of 
the i^*1 output by the j**1 sector depend exclusively on the 
level of activities in the sector, it follows that X.. 2-J 
is a function of X^, or 
(Eq. 10) 
or 
(Eq. 11) 
There are a number of alternative interpretations of P..X. ij J 
possible. If X. = 0, P. .X. = 0. 
J J J 
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One can assume that is either a null function or 
a single-valued, increasing function for positive values of 
Xj. Such an interpretation would imply that the rate of use 
of Xij,Xi^ /Xj may change. This would allow for both in­
creasing and decreasing returns to scale. Traditionally, 
X^j/Xj is assumed to be a fixed constant. In order to avoid 
trivial solutions one may stipulate that all X's and some of 
the corresponding interrelationships are non-zero. 
To be brief, the theory upon which such a system is 
based can be traced back to Quesney (108). 
Quesney seems to be given credit for calling explicit 
attention to the interdependencies throughout the economic 
system. Pareto, Barone, Cassel and others described the 
interdependencies in mathematical equation systems; but 
these equations were not employed in the solution of actual 
problems. Possibly the complexity of the general equilib­
rium approach contributed to the abandonment of the general 
equilibrium method and to preoccupation with partial equi­
librium analysis. After Marshall, theories of price and 
production were mostly formulated in a partial equilibrium 
framework. 
The increasing intervention of government into economic 
life, the need for economic planning, plus the availability 
of large-scale computers have revived the interest of econo­
mists for studies of general interdependence. 
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Quesney and his Physiocrats originally presented hypo­
thetical aggregate figures representing money receipts and 
expenditures and denoting goods and services flowing between 
the related sectors of the French economy. In the famous 
"Tableau Economique" Quesney illustrated quantitatively the 
economic interdependencies (also Turgot, l4l). But his 
theory which insisted that only the agricultural sector of 
the economy showed a net product proved later to be of 
lesser importance than his general method. 
In the late nineteenth century Walras (145) gave a 
precise theoretical formulation to the interdependencies. 
In his system one could determine prices and quantities of 
goods and services supplied and demanded under static equi­
librium conditions, assuming fixed coefficients of produc­
tion, utility, demand and supply functions were known, and 
the economy was ideally competitive. 
The utility functions were based upon a rational syste­
matic maximization of utilities by individuals. Under con­
ditions of static equilibrium Walras equated receipts with 
expenditures of the entrepreneur and quantities of services 
supplied with quantities of services demanded for employment 
in the market. 
Since free competition prevailed, selling costs were 
equal to prices of the products. No distinction existed 
between a firm's fixed and variable costs; each producer of 
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an identical product was identical in size and erriciency to 
every other such producer. This implied that every firm re­
ceived zero prorits at equilibrium. Walras is also known 
for counting the number of variables and comparing them with 
the number of equations to determine the existence or a 
solution. 
Cassel later modiried the equation system by leaving 
out the concept or utility. It is Leontier (84) with whose 
1 
name this system is orten identiried. Leontier perhaps 
accomplished two things: 
1. He modiried the problem into one or pure productive 
structure by considering all outputs as inputs, 
explicitly introduced intermediate products into 
the system. 
2. He was one or the rirst economists to apply such a 
general equilibrium system empirically on a large 
scale. 
Koopmans, Samuelson, and others (Koopmans, 78) probably 
must be credited with developing a theory which permits 
introduction or more riexibility into the system. 
^But Means (91) may have contributed the pioneering 
errort. 
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B. Principles of Input-Output 
1. Fundamental concepts 
The basic properties of a general input-output system 
as utilized in this study can be illustrated as follows: 
Î 
If one considers X^, where i,j, = 1,2,3, ... ,n, then 
the matrix X^. represents rows of sales of industry i and 
the columns represent purchases of industry J from industry 
i. And one may consider net sales excluding the internal 
requirements of each industry. A hypothetical input-output 
matrix is reproduced below: 
0 1000 200 
i 
100 0 2000 = Cx±j.] (Eq. 12) 
1100 1100 0 
A technical matrix Cal can be obviously produced by 
dividing each row by the respective price and each column by 
the appropriate total quantity produced. 
In matrix notation, this means pre and post multiplying 
Ex.* . ] by [pi and E"q] which denote the appropriate diagonal 
J 
matrices : 
15.0 60 
If p = .6 , q = 2625 , 
7.5 220 
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then 
1/15 0 0 0 1000 200 
0 5/3 0 100 0 2000 
0 0 2/15 1100 1100 0 
(Eq. 13) 
1/60 o 0 0 .063 15.333 
0 1/2625 0 = .703 0 3.67 
0 0 1/220 0 .014 0 , 
or 
a = 
Xi,i = PiXi,1 = 
lj PiXj piX3 XJ 
(Eq. 14) 
Each a^j represents the physical requirements of the 
product of industry i per unit of output of industry j. 
An a^j is the input of product i per unit of product j. 
A second basic assumption is that receipts = expenditures 
(= pq) for each sector. In the hypothetical matrix, this 
assumption is met : 
0 
100 
1100 
1000 
0 
1100 
200 
2000 
0 
= 1200 
= 2100 
= 2200 (Eq. 15) 
1200 2100 2200 = 5500 
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The above matrix can be considered as a miniature 
national income system. By definition it may be interpreted 
as a theory of output or a theory of price. One can write 
[a] • q = q , or (p) [a] = (p), which is equivalent to 
Cl - a] • q = 0, or (p) . Cl - a] = 0; Cl - a] is a matrix 
with (l - ali),s along the main diagonal. 
The basic operations performed here will become very 
important in the empirical construction of the model later 
on. 
The inherent properties of the input-output matrix 
illustrated above imply that there are a set of relative 
prices and a set of relative quantities each of which 
separately and together satisfy the hypothesized economic 
system. In the above equation, two "numbers," neither zero, 
give a zero product. Mathematically, they constitute a 
singular, or degenerate system. This implies homogeneity 
of degree 0. It simple indicates that the system is deter­
mined only by the relative quantities and prices, the well-
known proposition in classical equilibrium theory1 (Dorfman 
_et _al., 35). It is possible to specify any one quantity and 
determine all the others uniquely. If one sets one price 
and one quantity each equal to unity, then all the other 
1If the word can be meaningfully interpreted within a 
static equilibrium context. 
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quantities and prices are really determined, and both the 
quantity and price selected would serve as numeraires. If 
labor is a given quantity, then all the remaining quantities 
are uniquely determined. Exactly this property has been 
utilized by Leontief _et al. (86) in his input-output model. 
Also, one can consider the system in terms of supply 
and demand, prices, costs, and profits: 
By assumption, output of i^*1 industry = purchases of 
ith industry, or supply of ith industry = demand of ith 
industry. Therefore, the price of industry good = 
TV TC 
—= average cost of good produced by j industry. 
TQj TQj 
As far as profits are concerned, the per unit profit of 
the ith industry equals tt^  = P^-a^P^, where is some por­
tion of value added by industry i, i = 1,2,3,...,n-l, and 
k = n by assumption. Thus, there are (n-l) equations with 
(2n-l) unknowns : (n-l)n^ 1 s, n prices (if one includes the 
wage rate Pn); given any n unknowns, the system yields 
solutions for the remaining (n-l). This means that given 
wage rates and prices of all products one can determine all 
profits; or prices can be computed from given wage and 
profit rates. 
To derive some further characteristics of input-output 
tables which will find application in this study one may 
consider the original matrix Cx^.] again. One can postulate 
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another matrix Lb]. The matrix Lbj results from dividing 
Cx^j] column-wise by the respective sector receipts (pq), 
or postmultiplying Eb] by E&—]: 
PQ 
Cb] = 
0 
100 
1100 
1000 
0 
1100 
200 
2000 
0 
i 
1200 
0 2100 
0 
0 
0 
2200 
0 
.083 
.917 
.48 
0 
.52 
.091 
.91 
0 (Eq. 16) 
Each column adds to unity by definition now. And the rela­
tion between [b] and [a] is Eb] = E^ ]Ea]Ep"]. With constant 
P 
relative prices Eb] is a matrix of constants. And further, 
Eb] r = r , where r = pq The elements b. . 
J 
represent the inputs or cost of inputs per one dollar of 
output of industry j. One could also derive another matrix 
Ec] by dividing each row of Ex.  . ]  instead of each column ij 
by r. The elements- c. . would express the relative mar-
J 
ketings or gross receipts per unit of output of sector i to 
sector j. Then the rows would add up to unity. This type 
of a matrix has significant implications for the analysis 
of distribution or marketing problems. 
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2. Input-output stability conditions 
Thus far no concern has been shown for the conditions 
which impart to input-output economic meaning or make pos­
sible its existence, i.e., macroeconomic stability condi­
tions. From prior observations it follows that there exist 
balanced relations in an input-output system, and they can 
be expressed in the following manner : 
Using a three-sector hypothetical economy, where 
represents a given quantity of primary resources, 
%11 + %12 + Cl < %1 
X21 + X22 + C2 - X2 (Eq. 17) 
X31 + X32 - X3 
Utilizing production coefficients (Dorfman et al., 35), one 
can restate the balance equations as follows : 
(1 a11)X1 al2X2 — C1 
-a21Xl (^-~a22 X^2 — ^2 3 (Eq. 18) 
and a3ixi + a32X2 — X3 * 
and Cg represent a set of final demands which are given. 
When are these demands attainable? This bill of goods is 
achievable when it is within society's net production 
possibility curve. It is clear that the supply of the 
4o 
primary resource may limit production, and. uiier-e coulu ue 
other capacity restraints on the industries. Geometrically 
the production possibility curves can be represented as 
shown in Figure 1. 
The line (l-a^) X^ - a 12X2 = C1 is drawn as Li» then 
the region for which the symbols hold is the area R^ to the 
C1 right of the line; and OD is . The slope of L, = 
1
"
all dx- 1-Shi 
= — . Only the positive quandrant is considered 
dXi a12 
since negative gross output has no meaning here. In 
analogy, L2 represents -a-g^l + (1-a22^ X2 = C2; the re& lon 
C2 RQ similarly satisfies the inequality, and OE = . The 
1-a22 
a21 
slope of Lg is . It seems that the gross outputs 
1_a22 
which will yield both and lie in the region between 
Lj and L2 (extending from the intersection point P to the 
northeast). It can be seen that in this region any gross 
output levels or process intensities will render and C^. 
The intersection point P has some interesting proper­
ties. At this point, the balance equations hold as equali­
ties. This implies that any output between and Lg to the 
northeast of P is larger than at point P. Assuming that a 
society desires and Lg, point P seems to be the most 
efficient point then. If X^ and Xg are below or equal their 
4l 
Figure 1. Production possibility curves of a hypothetical 
economy 
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The region of feasibility is OKgFGK^. The point P is inside 
this polygon, and the specified demands are not only attain­
able but both could be increased. 
If and Lg were parallel, or Lg were of higher slope 
than L-^ there would be no point of intersection (at least 
not in the positive quadrant). No final demands C1 would be 
producible at all. This would be akin to a case in which 
the aii were to exceed unity. 
After these preliminary considerations, the question of 
main interest will be answered. What is the condition for 
point P to exist, so that some goods can be produced (net)? 
It is simply that the slope of Lg must be less than the 
slope of L^, or, 
a21 < 1 all 
1-a22 a12 
(Eq. 19) 
which is equivalent to 
1-a 11 > 0 . (Eq. 20) 
1—a, 22 
It is clear that each a^ or the direct requirements by 
a commodity of itself must also be less than 1. Otherwise, 
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positive production would not be possible. The condition of 
a non-zero determinant with each (l-a^) > 0 is an assurance 
that production can take place; the total direct and in­
direct requirements by a commodity of itself are less than 
one, and the economy is called "viable" (see Appendix A). 
These conditions were formulated by Hawkins and Simon (6o)  
and are called the Hawkins-Simon Conditions. 
C. Consideration of Production Behavior 
1. Analysis of production functions 
As it was pointed out previously, in an input-output 
table X. . is a function of X , or X. . = F. .X.. This repre-
-1-J J 1J 1J J 
sents a simplified inverse production function. Depending 
upon assumptions about this functional relationship, in­
creasing, constant, or decreasing returns to scale may be 
hypothesized. The conventional method of interpreting 
these production relations in many contemporary studies 
generally consists of assuming constant returns to scale or 
X^j = a^jXj. These production functions are homogeneous of 
degree one. Ruling out joint production and assuming con­
stant returns to scale, one may write the production func­
tion relating the output X^ to the inputs X^. as follows: 
X = Flj* (X1J,X2J,...,Xnj) j = 1,2, ...,n (Eq. 21) 
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Such a production function could be graphically represented 
as shown in Figure 2. 
0 = f (I), and the elasticity of production is one 
$ 1%:::: £ = rapp = aPP = a constant. 
But the same proposition can be stated in a more realistic 
way. If one has 0^ = f (X^^, .. .,Xnj ), where the X^..1 s 
are inputs, then homogeneity of degree one implies this 
situation graphically as shown in Figure 3. 
Output Oj can be increased only by using inputs in 
fixed proportions, or the marginal rate of substitution be­
tween factors is zero. It has been pointed out in the 
literature on Leontief models that substitution in Leontief 
models does not take place not because it impossible, but 
because it is unprofitable given the price and cost assump­
tions (Leontief, 84; Morgenstern, 95). Many economists have 
tried to use Cobb-Douglas functions of the form Y = U 3^VcXc^ Ze 
as a better representation of the productive processes, 
assuming b+c+d+e=l. For short-run changes, such 
formulations may yield more accurate results if significant 
shifts among factor proportions are taking place. However, 
in a highly industrialized economy, apart from a few 
material purchases, it is apriori doubtful whether any sig­
nificant shifts can take place in the short-run. For long-
run predictions their use is quite limited. In the long-run, 
one would expect that scale effects and substitutions caused 
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Input I 
Figure 2. Linear production function 
16 
Input Xjk 
Figure 3. Isoquants 
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by technological changes predominate over factor substitu­
tions due to price changes (ceteris paribus). 
Technological advances that find reflection in price 
changes (of inputs) would be taken into account by a Cobb-
Douglas type function. Economic growth implies changes in 
the coefficients or elasticities of production and substi­
tution. But by assumption they are kept constant. That is 
why ultimately the proponents of both approaches rely on 
exogenous changes in the production functions to approximate 
real economic growth (Johansen, 72; Leontief et al., 86). 
The inherent weaknesses of all basic types of produc­
tion functions can be shown rather quickly in this manner: 
1. A productive activity is described by a function of 
the type Y = aX^,Y denoting the output, X the 
input, a is the constant, and b is the production 
coefficient. Then mpp = = abX^-1, or 
by*3 
, which means that mpp diminishes and never 
X 
reaches 0 if b <1. Also the elasticity of produc­
tion is by definition ^ *X = —. X = = b. 
dx-Y aX aX 
If b = 1, mpp = baX13-1 = a. These results are 
similar to assumptions in a Leontief model in which 
mpp = app = a constant also. 
2. The productive process could be characterized by 
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2 another function; Y = aX - bX . 
Then the following remarks can "be made: 
mpp = ^  = a - 2bX, mpp declines and can become 
negative. The elasticity of production e = mPP*^- = 
Y 
a - 2bX _ X = aX - 2bX2 
1 aX - bX2 aX - bX2 
Whatever the values for a and b may be, e will 
be always less than one by assumption. 
3. If one were to use a Spillman function, Y = M-ARX, 
to describe a production process, mpp = = 
-ARX • £nR = ABRXj this would mean that mpp de­
clines proportionately until M output is reached. 
Or An0 (per unit of input) = rA^_^0, etc. 
It becomes evident that all production functions impose 
some restrictions on the marginal physical productivity, on 
the elasticity relations (both production and factor substi­
tution), or returns to scale by assuming a given technology, 
which limits their applicability. 
Actually, the input-output type of production function 
can be written as, 
X = = min(-^i , -^-) , j = 1,2,...,n , 
J &lj &2j &nj 
(Eq. 22) 
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I.e., the output is produced by using fixed proportions of 
inputs, but at the minimum absolute levels. Generally, one 
assumes that goods are scarce so that the minimum level is 
equal to the maximum level; thus the minimum requirement can 
be omitted. But the input-output function is actually a 
special case of a Cobb-Douglas function. One can write, 
x, = ( 1^)n( S^1)n...( 1^1)n , j = l,2,.„,n (Eq. 23) 
J alj a2j nj 
n 
i 
n 
n 
i=i 
1 
n (Eq. 24) 
K 1 xij (Eq. 25) 
For a three-sector matrix, output of industry is 
1 1 1  
Xj - ^ Ij3 • X2j3 • x3j3 - *4} Xh X3j (Eq- 26} 
= K Ubvcxd (Eq. 27) 
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The last expression can be recognized as a Cobb-Douglas 
function with these properties : b + c+ d + = l, 
b = c = d = -^ (in this case). In other words, a Leontief 
type input-output production function is a Cobb-Douglas 
function with constant elasticity of production, marginal 
physical productivity equal to average physical productivity 
and constant, where all production coefficients are of equal 
value and add up to unity, and the elasticity of factor sub­
stitution is equal to zero. 
2. Interpretation of production functions 
Thus the conventional input-output analysis as a re­
search tool of modern mathematical economics is based upon 
the following assumptions : 
1. Each sector produces only one homogeneous commodity 
2. There are limited resources 
3. Linear production functions exist 
4. The production coefficients are of purely technical 
nature 
5. Non-stochastic (exact) relationships exist 
These assumptions will be critically appraised now: 
1. The assumption of homogeneous commodities is not 
realistic; however, the consequent difficulties can 
be avoided by a meaningful aggregation of commodity 
bundle s. 
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If one were to drop this assumption, there 
would be far-reaching consequences affecting the 
technical coefficients. 
The applicability of the assumption that output is 
in a unique fixed relation to the inputs cannot be 
decided on purely theoretical grounds. And there 
is no conclusive empirical evidence (see pages 
64-65). In reality, most production processes 
probably are taking place in an environment where 
limitational and substitutable factors are present. 
The assumptions may represent a workable approxima­
tion to reality, given the model. Leontief con­
sidered production under fixed prices. And exactly 
this situation rendered the assumption of no sub­
stitution perfectly plausible. 
The assumption of linearity has been already dis­
cussed. There is empirical evidence for constant 
(marginal) cost within a wide range (Tintner, 135). 
The assumption of purely technical input-output 
coefficients has been analyzed only by Klein (75) 
so far. He starts out by assuming joint production 
because "joint production is the rule and not the 
exception." He then investigates whether the 
input-output coefficients can be interpreted as 
purely technical parameters. He distinguishes 
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a. Competitive economy 
X, 
An Xlk - alkXk (0 < a±k < l), so that aik - x^ k . 
(Eq. 28) 
If aik is in value terms, then 
= pi(r) xik(r) 
aik = — — • (Eq. 29) 
= pk(s) \{s) 
Assuming that the expression can be written in 
index form, 
aik = 1 lk - (Eq. 30) 
Klein shows that under these assumptions the 
parameters a k^ in the production function 
X., 
X = min(—=^), i,k, = 1,2, ...,n (Eq. 31) 
K ik 
are constant and can be interpreted as 
technical coefficients. 
b. Non-competitive economy 
In the case of imperfect competition, the 
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marginal revenue can be wr-±V'uen as 
MR = P. (l - 1_) , 
k % 
where is the price elasticity of demand. 
Similarly the marginal cost becomes now 
MC = P± (i + i_) , 
where t i  is the price elasticity of supply. 
Therefore, for the case of imperfect competi­
tion under the assumptions made, 
- alk (il^) . (Eq. 32) 
Pk Xk 1 + ^  
Now it appears that the production coefficients consist 
of a mixture of technical coefficients and various behav­
ioral parameters. When the behavioral parameters change, 
the input-output coefficients must also change. Klein (75) 
remarks, "perhaps the most realistic interpretation of a 
Leontief system is that of the imperfectly competitive 
economy in which the coefficients of input-output tables are 
not easily identified with any single set of basic struc­
tural parameters." 
However, Klein may have omitted some important con­
siderations which have a bearing on the argument. Klein 
(75) does not assume zero profits. Positive profits under 
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competition may lead to entry of new firms into a secbor arid 
indefinitely expand production of all firms until profits 
vanish. This model rules out this possibility. Each 
entrepreneur considers price as a parameter, and production 
expansion is limited by fixed capital. The capital struc­
ture is taken as given,' and factors of production are purely 
current flows of output from other sectors. Klein's task 
was to determine the character of a technological relation 
independent of market phenomena (like prices). He made some 
assumptions about the relation of the pricing system and 
technology and showed that the a^'s can be interpreted as 
partly technological parameters under certain conditions. 
The interpretation is applicable only if these three equa­
tions hold: 
z Pj/5' 
S 
(Eq. 33) 
(Eq. 34) 
and 
ax. 
(Eq. 35) 
ik 
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where the F ?^s represent technical functions. But Klein's 
production functions necessitate some price changes when 
final demands change. He actually adds a restriction on the 
Leontief system by the use of his production functions. 
However, the Leontief system has no such restrictions. It 
is purposely incomplete, considering only the production 
side of the economy. The prices are determined outside the 
system by consumer demand, labor supply, inventory changes, 
capital structure and productive capacity of each industry. 
The theory seems to be compatible with fixed or variable 
prices. Under Klein's restrictions the system preserves the 
property of k-fold increases in all final demands leading 
to k-fold output increases because the production functions 
are homogeneous of degree zero in the implicit form (this is 
equivalent to homogeneity of degree one of the explicit 
form). But the second order conditions of profit maximiza­
tion do not hold for perfect competition with production 
functions of degree one (explicit form). They imply zero 
profits. 
However, the argument can be perhaps resolved in a 
simpler way by classifying demand changes according to four 
production situations : 
1. diminishing returns and non-zero profits 
2. diminishing returns and zero profits 
3. constant returns to scale and non-zero profits 
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4. constant returns to scale and zero profits 
Now it can be shown that Klein's production functions 
are non-homogeneous under non-zero profit situations, and 
homogeneous under zero profit situations. Therefore he must 
concern himself with situations 1 and 4. Below, a brief 
derivation of the characteristics of the production functions 
under various situations will be presented. It is based 
upon a modified version of Morishima's (98) article. 
A production function with non-zero profits which is 
applicable for the homogeneous case 3 can be shown: 
1 = 1,2 k = 1,2 
(Eq. 36) 
n+1. 
The rate of profit (^cost^^) of eacl1 sector is: 
1 (i = 1,2,...,n) . (Eq. 37) 
Taking Equation 36 into account, 
(Eq. 38) 
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n+± 
where b. represents 2 a., . With non-zero profits in 
1 k=l 1K 
sector i, one has b^ < 1. Dr. Klein assumes that the firm 
maximizes profits subject to a production function, 
p fx 1  x ( s )  x ( I )  x ( R l )  x ( I )  x ( R n + l )  
• • -»Ai »Aii ' • • "Aii > ' ' * > in+13 3 in+1 ) = 0 . 
(Eq. 39) 
One assumes that the firm maximizes its rate of profits 
rather than its total profits (this is same as Samuelson's 
cost minimization for a given output). 
Maximizing the rate of profits, Equation 37, subject to 
the production function, Equation 39, 
z x BF. 
p±( ' = -X± 1 (Eq. 40) 
ax^(s) 
a_ . IM. H) 
k 1 ZP.(^) ax. (r) 
s 1 1 lk 
Since the expression in parentheses on the right = b^, 
p k ( r )  -  V>1 ^ -TT  • (Eq .  42 )  
8xik ' 
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Uomoining Equations 30, 40 ana 4-z "cogetner, we fina: 
ÔF 
lk ' dXik a„. ' r iÔF7Xlk(l') 
= constant , (Eq. 43) 
b l  
= i ^ T X i ( S )  
so F^ must be homogeneous of degree zero in each of the 
subsets. An example of a production function with these 
properties is: 
2 ( s ) ] 9  .  a  H J 1  ï ï  [X ( r)] a ik^ = 0 , (Eq. 44) 
s 1 1 k r 
where the parameters of Equation 44 are subject to: 
' °
11C 
- ^  . (Eq. 45) 
9 b± 
n+1 
Since b. = 2 a.,, it follows from Equation 45 that 
1 k=l 1K 
n=l / \ 
3 = 2 2 a ^ J ; hence Equation 44 is homogeneous of degree 
k=l r 1K 
f T ) f g ) f T ) (^T ) 
zero in all variables, x x^ x v^ y, x v^ %...,x^^ , 
(l) ^n+1 ) 
xin+]_ '3 ...3xln+1 , and is applicable for the case of 
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eonsûanû r-eu urn s uo scale and non-zero profits. This is a 
generalization of Professor Samuelson1s and Dr. Klein's 
argument. 
If one assumes zero profits in each sector, b^ = 1 and 
Equation 44 is reduced to Klein's homogeneous function. 
If each industry produces one commodity, and each 
industry consumes only one scarce primary factor then Equa­
tions 36 and 43 can be written 
P X 
aik = k ±k , (Eq. 46) 
pi x± 
^-xlk 
k" k" 
= — = constant . (Eq. 4?) 
b± 
8Xi 
Since 
Bxik axi 
ffi axik 
dxi 
it follows from Equations 46 and 47 that: 
6o  
dX, 
b. 
ax  
= 1 , 
ax, ax. ax, il j 
ii 1^1 ^ ij i^j 
= 0 . (Eq. 48) 
When b^ = 1, the equations turn into Samuelson1s equations. 
Now one can reach an eclectic conclusion to the argument. 
Under non-zero profits, there may be two groups of indus­
tries : 1. diminishing returns with non-zero profits and 
2. constant returns to scale with non-zero profits. The 
production functions of the industries of the first group 
are of the Klein type (dependent on changes in consumer be­
havior), and the production functions of the industry of the 
second group are like Equation 44. An actual Leontief 
system which may be thought of as a mixture of these two 
kinds of industries must be based upon such production func­
tions. If one deals only with industries exhibiting con­
stant returns to scale and non-zero profits (assuming per­
fect competition), then the production functions are 
homogeneous of degree zero (implicit form) and demand 
changes lead to changes of all quantities with prices con­
stant . 
5. In appraising the last assumption, "Non-stochastic 
(exact) relationships exist," the lack of estimates of the 
statistical reliability is a shortcoming of the input-output 
method. Since the model has great significance for both 
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public and private economic decision making, it Is impera­
tive to formulate the model in a stochastic fashion. This 
problem will be dealt with later on. 
Recently, Arrow and others (5)  investigated generalized 
production functions. They started by examining how value 
added per unit of labor used within a given industry varies 
across countries with the wage rate (evidence was available 
for 24 industries in a sample of 19 countries). These 
crucial assumptions were made : 
1. Prices of products and material inputs do not vary 
systematically with the wage level. 
2. Overvaluation or undervaluation of exchange rates 
is not related to the wage level. 
3. Variation in average plant size does not affect the 
factor inputs. 
4. The same technological alternatives are available 
to all countries. 
Because of the assumptions postulated, one can regard 
$1,000 of value added as a unit of physical output in each 
industry. A single production function for all countries 
was assumed. Using the equation, 
log — = log a + b log W , (Eq. 49) 
L 
it was found that 85 per cent of the variation in labor 
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productivity can be explained by wage rate changes. These 
empirical findings constituted the basis for derivation of a 
generalized production function with these properties : 
homogeneity, constant elasticity of substitution1 between 
capital and labor (but varying by industries). The function 
contained three parameters : a substitution parameter, a 
distribution parameter, and an efficiency parameter. The 
Leontief and Cobb-Douglas functions turned out to be just 
special cases. The extent of substitutability between capi­
tal and labor was tested (b is elasticity of substitution 
between labor and capital). The results are very much in 
conflict with a Cobb-Douglas view of the world. In non-farm 
production in the United States the elasticity of substitu­
tion is significantly less than one; it is larger than one 
in farm production. But in the Cobb-Douglas function it is 
assumed to be one (under constant returns to scale). 
The findings have implications to many economic ques­
tions: the theory of production, the functional distribu­
tion of income, technological progress, international 
differences in efficiency and comparative advantage. 
The hypothesis that output behavior for a given indus­
try but different countries (at one point of time) can be 
1It is defined as elasticity of £ with respect to 
along an isoquant. 
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explained by a common production function had to be revised. 
There is evidence that there are international differences 
in efficiency (parameter ) but they are neutral in their in­
cidence on capital and labor. This raises an interesting 
question about the incidence of changes in efficiency on 
land. This type of analysis could be expanded to include 
the land factor. An analysis of international differences 
in the efficiency parameter and its incidence on land, labor 
and capital may explain much of the pattern of comparative 
advantage. Such a formulation would also make possible the 
consideration of the relative functional shares. Arrow 
et al. (5) have found that the elasticity of substitution 
between capital and labor is less than one, so that the 
share of capital in the national product should fall. This 
is confirmed by past data. This also creates the oppor­
tunity to view economic development in terms of shifts of 
elasticities of substitution between the primary factors. 
This formulation of production functions has also implica­
tions for the "Leontief scarce-factor paradox." He pro­
posed that the United States exports relatively labor-
intensive goods not because labor is relatively abundant but 
because American labor is about three times as efficient as 
foreign labor. This is equivalent to assuming that differ­
ences in efficiency are reflected in variations of the 
elasticity of substitution. Arrow hypothesized that the 
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elasticity or substitution is constant across countries, but 
there are differences in efficiency (which is neutral). 
D. Problems of Output Projection 
The question whether one can assume constant returns to 
scale in the long-run for agricultural and non-farm output 
projections cannot be answered easily. And the question may 
be inappropriately framed. There is empirical evidence both 
to support and to refute the constant returns to scale posi­
tion [see Tintner (135) for a bibliography of studies con­
ducted] . 
Tintner (135) in his study of Iowa farms in 1942 found 
no evidence for increasing returns to scale. Heady and 
Krenz (64) find in their study decreasing costs for machinery 
and other factors as size of farm increases, but true econo­
mies of scale are difficult to show. On farms all factors 
usually do not change in the same proportion, and changes in 
technologies adopted complicate the analysis. And one may 
be observing changes in returns due to variation in factor 
proportions if the management factor is not properly taken 
into account. 
As far as the non-farm sector is concerned, there is 
even less agreement as to the existence of economies to 
scale in any significant fashion. Boulding (13) is not 
definite about it. Peston (106) argues that a large portion 
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of the theory about economies of scale is really based upon 
tautology and metaphysics. Schwartzman (115) Indicates that 
no evidence in economics has been really presented to con­
firm the assumption of rising cost curves in the long-run. 
As it turns out, in many theories this fact was just assumed 
in order to render the theories determinate or to find a 
solution for long-run outputs. Arrow ejt al. (5) in a recent 
study across countries assumed constant returns to scale but 
found little justification for it. It seems that the evi­
dence on this matter is far from conclusive. If positive 
proof were to exist, there would be some serious implica­
tions for economic organization of production and land use. 
But the whole problem of output projection may be in­
appropriately framed. Output increases in agriculture or 
other industries cannot be explained completely by changes 
in inputs. Introduction of new production techniques and 
cheaper or "new" resources referred to commonly as "techno­
logical advances" give rise to substitution between inputs 
resulting in Output increases independent from any input 
increases. For long-run projections this phenomenon of 
development and adoption of technology is. the major diffi­
culty, and yet it cannot be handled by any conventional 
production function. Perhaps what one needs is a relation­
ship between some economic variables (like income) and 
technology, or a "marginal propensity to adopt 
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technologies." This, of course, would "be to some degree 
related to availability of technologies at any particular 
time.1 It is one major reason why most dynamic models, 
i.e., models trying to explain the path of growth of an 
economy over time, no matter how sophisticated the formula­
tion, yield ultimately a development following a "constant 
law of change." The "law of change" is usually constant be­
cause of a certain a priori assumptions about the values of 
the parameters involved (partly a reflection of fixed 
assumptions about technology). Technology is not "ex­
plained" in these models but is exogenous, it is assumed 
either given or explained outside the system. One could 
assume a changing "law of development" but the fundamental 
problem is pushed only one step back. Besides mathematical 
complications (and fund limitations), one superimposes a 
constant change on the "law of development" again, etc. 
Schultz (114) adds another complication which tends to be 
overlooked by most model builders. It is the change in the 
quality of inputs or resources themselves. The argument is 
that changes in output of agriculture cannot be explained 
by conventional inputs because the quality of inputs changes, 
i.e., they represent new and different inputs. If one 
^And in a wider sense, resource scarcity and conserva­
tion play an important role here. 
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defines technological advance as increase in output per unit 
of total input then the increase in output could be ex­
plained by the additional effort or inputs used up in im­
proving labor, land or capital resources. 
From the above examination it becomes apparent how 
difficult any attempt at projecting output actually is. But 
for a projection of output to have any validity at all, 
technological changes must be considered. This will be the 
task of the next section. 
E. Structural Changes 
1. Definition of concepts 
Given a theoretical model, economic change can be in­
corporated as a structural change or as a dynamic process. 
If the first approach is used, structural changes of the 
endogenous variables are based upon changes of some 
exogenously given data. In the second case, change itself 
is explained within the framework of the system (to a 
limited degree only). (See section IV-D or Appendix B.) 
The pattern of change again might be subject to changes over 
time. These are alternative methods of describing reality, 
and perhaps they are not mutually exclusive. Depending upon 
purpose of study and the availability of empirical data, one 
or the other approach may be used. If information on 
capital-input coefficients is not available and the study 
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objectives warrant it, one may use the static input-output 
approach with advantages. 
In order to define the concepts of structural change 
operationally, one may proceed as follows : an input-output 
system of an economy may be represented by 
(i-a) X = C , (Eq. 50) 
where C stands for the final demand vector, X is the output 
vector, and a is the matrix of Input-output coefficients. 
Each column in a shows inputs of a particular industry. 
Within this framework, it is obvious that two economies 
possessing identical matrices must be structurally identi­
cal. The final demands can be of different magnitudes in 
the two economies. They would lead to outputs of industries 
that would vary by economies. Therefore, structural change 
in the economy will be defined as change in the structural 
matrix.1 Structural changes in the economy thus can be ob­
served and studies by considering the matrix. And there are 
different types of productive changes that may be con­
sidered. In general, an increase or decrease in output X^ 
^One could rewrite (i-l)X = Y as X = A~^Y, where 
A = (i-a)-1. But the definition of structural changes would 
remain unaltered because each element of A depends on all 
the elements in a. 
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of industry i can be the result of these changes : 
1. change in the final bill of goods 
2. change in the structure of the system 
3. combination of 1 and 2 
Since demand relations are generally determined by an 
entirely different set of forces, they will be treated 
exogenously in this study. The main concern of this inquiry 
will be with productive activities and interindustrial re­
lations. Attention can be focused on structural changes. 
These can be grouped into two broad categories : 
1. changes in the physical input-output coefficients 
2. changes in the prices 
It should be stated that investment demand must be part 
of the final bill of goods. This is dictated by the fact 
that inputs on capital account may depend upon the rate of 
expansion of the consuming sectors. And these are treated 
as exogenous to the model. To explain investment inputs, 
i.e., to treat them as endogenous variables one would need 
to formulate a dynamic theory and model. By treating in­
vestment as part of the final bill of goods this complica­
tion is avoided. 
Realistically, the input-output coefficients may be 
regarded as averages reflecting different production tech­
niques employed by different firms which make up the 
industry. The extent of the heterogeneity of this type 
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will depend upon industry classification. But technical 
changes in production can take on various forms now. Since 
by definition the sum of these coefficients must equal one 
(including exogenous primary resource coefficients), any 
numerical decreases in some of them must be on balance off­
set by increases in others. And considering only material, 
labor and land coefficients, these general cases of input 
changes may occur: 
1. All coefficients may decline in absolute value, 
except profits (part of value added) 
2. All material coefficients may rise while factor 
coefficients fall or vice versa 
3. Some material coefficients may change or some 
factor coefficients may change 
Actually, the cases listed would point to substitution be­
tween inputs or reduction of inputs per unit of output. 
This may be a reflection of internal or external (dis)écono­
mie s of scale, changes in the patterns of production, pur­
chases of raw materials or deliveries of goods as a result 
of technological change, comparative or locational ad­
vantages. A numerical reduction in one or more input-output 
coefficients, ceteribus paribus, would mean a more efficient 
utilization of resources. Assuming that each industry is 
independent of others in the sense that changes in its pro­
duction function are not related to changes in other 
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production functions, the way is clear for introducing 
technological changes expected for some future period. In 
the case of a spatial input-output analysis changes in co­
efficients could imply changes in relative advantages of 
different production areas, or terms of trade. Supplemental 
technological and demand information on the industries must 
be utilized. Those industries which are observed to experi­
ence significant changes may be selected for adjustments. 
Since historical data on input-output relations with 
comparable classifications are generally not available, 
other information must be used. Each a^. represents the 
proportion of the i^*1 product used to the total j*'*1 output 
in value terms; what one can determine is a^ . or 
da. . 
. Given suitable assumptions, statistical estimates 
as sophisticated as desired can be used to estimate a^^. In 
this formulation, one would avoid large data accumulation 
and mass computations required to determine a^ .. For 
example, according to Arrow and Hoffenberg (6), the fol­
lowing relation can be hypothesized: 
Xij = aijxj + uij > (Eq. 51) 
where u. . is a random variable with E(u. .) = 0. Assuming 1 J 3» J 
temporal invariance for X^., X^. (a^. ) and u^^, this process 
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for estimating the a^'s can be formulated : 
n 
X± = 2 x1J + C± , (Eq. 52) 
or 
n n 
X. = Sa..X. + 2 u.. + C. . (Eq. 53) 
1 j=l J j=l 1J 1 
If 
u! " ^ Uij ' 
then 
n 
X = S a, -X + C + u, . (Eq. 54) 
J=1 ^ J -L 
The absence of the flows X^. gives rise to the possibility 
of estimating the a, .1 s from output series X. and the final 
1J X 
demand series . For each i^*1 equation one needs n obser­
vations on X^ and C^, the number of parameters (a^^) in­
volved. 
However, according to Arrow and Hoffenberg (6), a 
second approach proved more successful : 
n 
r = X - ( 2 a.. x. + C ) , (Eq. 55) 
1 1 j=l J 1 
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where is a 1947 value, and is the difference between 
the actual industry output in any year and the output which 
would be predicted if the input-output coefficients were the 
same as in 1947. If could be predicted for an industry i 
then one could obviously solve for the industry output x^ in 
terms of the final demands . 
One could use a priori information as to the values of 
the a^j's to fit estimates. For any year t other than 1947, 
the difference between the observed output X^(t) and the 
value predicted under any given choice of structural coeffi­
cients from final demand and the outputs of other industries 
is : 
n m n 
X. (t) - 2 a. . X. (t) - L. (t) - 2 2 C. -îr^., (t) 
1 j=l J 1 K=1 j=l 1Jic 
(Eq. 56) 
n 
- 2 C Y.(t) = Q . 
j=l J 
The criterion of fitting is the minimization of the sum of 
the above absolute values, or 
Q = minimum, and 
t ^ 1947 , 
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subject to non-negativity and other constraints on the 
input-output coefficients.1 
2. Implications for model 
The size of the matrix and the extent of the computa­
tions involved made it necessary to devise a new method by 
which technological advances could be measured. It gave 
rise to a "technological" matrix which can be analyzed to 
detect the effects of technological change throughout the 
system. 
This method is presented below. 
The matrix aq may be the structural matrix of some base 
period. One utilizes base period prices. Given a price 
index vector (where current prices are related to base 
period prices) p, one can restate matrix easily in the 
appropriate value terms : 
*i = P a0 P _1 , (Eq. 57) 
p and p are diagonal matrices constructed from vectors p 
and p-1. 
But the structure of the economy may have changed, and 
the real matrix a may differ from a^. 
^See Appendix C for tests on the stability of 
structural coefficients. 
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.ueu one assume tnat sûrueûura± changes znax occurred 
are due to: 
1. price changes 
2. changes in input coefficients across rows (with a 
common factor of proportionality) 
3. changes in inputs for any one industry 
This means that a^ can be adjusted as follows: 
If 2 has occurred then a is equal to a^ premultiplied 
by the relevant diagonal matrix. 
If 3 has occurred, then a is equal to a^ postmultiplied 
by another diagonal matrix. 
Since one can expect 2 and 3 to occur, one can write, 
where c and d are diagonal matrices constructed from vectors 
c and d. 
Now one may consider the intermediate output vector 0 
and the intermediate input vector i, which are the marginal 
totals of a matrix of inter-industry flows. 
a = ca^d , (Eq. 58) 
(Eq. 59) 
Then, 
3.Q_ — 0 $ (Eq. 60) 
where q is the current output vector, 
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and 
q a'j = i . (Eq. 6l) 
The elements of a, a coefficient matrix for some new period, 
are not known. But one may estimate them from a^. If q is 
the current output vector, one can estimate 0 by Og in this 
fashion: 
al q = °E . (Eq. 62) 
As a rule °EStimated ^  311 appropriate multi­
plication of the rows, the elements in Og can be made equal 
to those in 0: 
ÔÔE_1 a1q = 0 . (Eq. 63) 
The new structural matrix will satisfy now the row 
conditions but not the column equations. But these can be 
similarly adjusted by substituting for a from Equation 63 
into Equation 6l and by appropriately multiplying the 
columns of a: 
-1 
q a1 0 C>E j = iE (Eq. 64) 
and 
q T ig"1 Ô ôg"1 j = i . (Eq. 65) 
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The last procedure will establish the desired equality but 
will unbalance the rows; but by an iterative procedure one 
can force convergence of matrix a^ towards a. 
Repeating the procedure n times one obtains, 
(0 0E1 °En-l al 1 iEl ^En-l^ q ^  °n = 0 J 
(Eq. 66) 
where the term in the parentheses represents an estimate of 
a. Now the marginal conditions of Equation 60 and Equation 
6l are satisfied as accurately as desired. 
The estimate of a can be written in the form 
aE = c* a1 d* , (Eq. 67) 
where c* = Xc and d* = X-1d, X indicating a constant. 
The matrix aE represents an estimate of the current 
structure of the economy. However, a projection of a 
structural matrix applicable for some future period can be 
made now. A hypothetical matrix for some future period may 
be represented by a, and Equation 66 can be rewritten as 
~e* aE d*, where c* = Xc and d* = X-1c, X denoting a con­
stant . 
The ascertained values of "c* and "d* provide the basis 
for calculating future values of the matrix The diagonal 
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matrices c* and d* are constructed from the vectors ex and 
d*. The vectors c* and d* are composed of indexes which in­
corporate technological changes for the whole economic 
system over a certain time period, given the assumptions. 
These can be quantified now in terms of the effects on out­
put, interdependence, resource efficiency, employment and 
regional income levels. The study of the development of the 
indexes can show direction and trend of future technological 
changes of the economy. The correctness of the estimates 
will depend upon these factors : 
1. applicability of assumptions 
2. correctness of other projections used 
3. existence of errors (in the data, computational, 
etc. ) 
The applicability of assumptions can (to some degree) be 
checked by using post values of a^. For example, given two 
values of a^, one can use the iterative estimating procedure 
to project a^^) from aj1), and find a 1^^  from a 2^^ . If the 
assumptions are met the two premultlplylng matrices should 
be reciprocal, and also the two post-multiplying ones should 
meet the same condition (they will differ by a scalar multi­
plier, of course). But ultimately, the usefulness of such 
an approach may be only assessed after practical applica­
tions . 
Since a spatial input-output matrix may be expected to 
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be near-triangular, moot of the Input substitutions are ex­
pected to take place between relatively few industrial 
goods. Most of the changes can be expected in the primary 
input coefficients. These will be projected based upon 
existing supplementary data. 
Given that technological changes are introduced, what 
can be said about their combined effects? If one defines 
the overall effect as changes in output of all sectors 
caused by structural simultaneous changes in two or more 
production functions (or columns of structural matrix) then 
consideration of the appropriate number of non-homogeneous 
linear equations of the form (i-a)X = C may lead to some 
answers (Leontief, 84). One could also consider the effects 
of technological advances upon changes in C rather than X. 
An alternative indirect specification of technological 
change suggests itself in such a reformulation. But these 
considerations are much better confined to the evaluation of 
the empirical model. 
In the course of considering structural changes, 
another problem may show up: if one is interested in cur­
rent values of output or inputs, appropriate price indexes 
will have to be used to convert quantities in constant 
prices to current. What is the effect of using incorrect 
price indices? For example, the price index used to deflate 
total output of commodity i may be lower than the real one. 
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This implies then that the adjusted output is q per cent too 
high. The input coefficients indicating use of Ith product 
by other industries therefore must be all higher than the 
real ones. But at the same time, the values of the input 
coefficients of the i^*1 industry show up q per cent below 
the actual value (except a^). What does this all mean? It 
means that the only variable really affected is the output 
of the i^*1 industry. Faulty price deflators evidently 
affect only those outputs whose prices they utilize. This 
argument will be considered in subsequent chapters more 
rigorously. However, for the present exposition it has im­
plications for technological advances in general. When 
output changes over time, one usually ignores qualitative 
changes in the product. But it is known that output changes 
in quality besides in quantity. This indicates that output 
has been underestimated; and the previous conclusions about 
price index use apply by analogy here. Only those outputs 
are underestimated whose quality has improved. 
In conclusion, it should be also stated that input-
output techniques can be readily extended to analyze inter­
national economic problems. Any two nations, regions, or 
even sectors can be regarded as engaged in trade which is 
the result of productive activities. The pattern of prices 
of outputs and inputs and relative quantities influence the 
outcome of trade, balance of payments, or "terms of trade.rr 
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If one Ignores aggregation or index number- problems and 
defines "terms of trade," meaningful analyses can be under­
taken . If one can define "terms of trade" in terms of in­
come transfers, i.e., as the difference of actual income 
minus potential income resulting from changes in relative 
prices or quantities, then shifts in income can be studied. 
Alternatively, one may define "terms of trade" in the con­
ventional way: the change in output (export) prices rela­
tive to change in a weighted average of input (import) 
prices. In this situation, "terms of trade" may improve, 
but a loss of income may occur due to changes in relative 
prices, of course. And changes in the distribution of in­
come (value added) may be an indication of present or future 
shifts between factors of production. These questions will 
be considered in the subsequent chapter more intensively. 
P. Computations in Input-Output Systems 
At this point, the compilation of an input-output table 
should present no conceptual difficulties. The work will be 
limited by the availability of relevant data, purpose of 
study, and will require a thorough familiarity with the 
characteristics of the Industrial sectors. Problems of 
classification and aggregation as usual are serious. These 
topics will be considered later. Suffice it to say here, 
one basically has a choice of classification based on 
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similarities on the supply side (or- input market) versus 
similarities on the demand side (Morgenstern, 95). Only by 
recalling the particular objectives of the investigation can 
a proper decision be made. However, the estimation of out­
puts given a final bill of goods needs some attention. It 
is the heart of input-output computations. 
Since the operational computations can be best shown by 
an example, a two-sector economy will be used for illustra­
tive purposes. The final demands for this economy are given 
by C1 and Cg. Clearly, the total output of commodity X1 
must be at least equal to satisfy C^ and the "first round" 
input requirements of X^, a^, C^ + a 2^ the total output 
of Xg must at least equal to satisfy C^ and its "first round" 
input requirements, a21 C^ + &22^2" Ttie "second round" in­
puts of commodity one would be a^ (anci + ai2C2^ + 
a12 a^21Cl + a22C2^' "second round" inputs of commodity 
two would be a2i(anCi + ai2C2^ + a22 a^21Cl + a22C2^* Slnce 
there is an endless number of "rounds," input specification 
could continue ad infinitum. But there is an easier way to 
state the proposition. From the above formulations it is 
evident that the n^ round inputs can be found from the 
(n-l)s^  round terms : 
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Vn) - + a12X2<"-l> 
X2(n) = "21XL(n"1) + ^ 2Xsn'l} 
(Eq. 68) 
Also, it seems that the ultimate solution for the total out­
puts will be of the form 
2 
i^ '^l~^ ~all^ 'l*^ "all '^l~^ ~a12a21^ 'l~^ *e * e *^ ~a12^ '2~^ ~al 1 al 2^ 2"^ *a12a22^ 2~^ ~ * * 
( 1*^ *^ 1 l"^ "all +a12a2l"1"* * * ^ 1^  ^a12~^ ~a11^ 12~^ "a12^ 22~^ ~ * * * ^ "^2 
= A11 C1 + A12 Cg 
Xg ( * • • )^^ (^"~^~^ ,22~^~^21^12~^~^'22 • • • ) 
- A21 C1 + A22 C2 
(Eq. 69) 
As one would expect, the gross outputs can be represented as 
linear functions of the final demands. The A^'s are co­
efficients as defined above. But one couldcompute the final 
outputs in an alternative way. 
X1 = C1 + All a^llCl + a12C2^ + A12 a^21Cl + a22C2^ 
= (1 + Aiian + A12a21 C^l + (Alla12 + A12a22 C^2 ' 
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X2 = C2 + A21 a^llGl + a12C2^ + A22 a^21Cl + a22C2^ 
(A2ian + A22a21 C^l + + A21a12 + A22a22 C^2 
(Eq. 70) 
Taking the two alternative methods of computing the final 
outputs and Xg, one can postulate four equations with 
four unknowns, 
All' A12' A21j A22: 
All ~ 1 + allAH + a21A12 
A12 ~ a12All + a22A12 E^q* 71) 
(1 alx) A2l a21A12 ~ 1 
a12A22 + ^  a22 ^ A12 ~ 0 3 
solving for the unknowns, one gets : 
a , ,  -  1  ~ 3 2 2  
A^ = 
A, 
(1-
"^*11 ^  a22^ a12a21 
a12 
(1-
"
all 1^_a22^ a12a21 
a21 
(1-all^(1-a22 ^ a12a21 
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A = ,.1"AH. 
22 (1_an ) (l-a22; - a12a21 
(Eq. 72) 
The elements are actually elements of A = [i-a] \ the 
1_all "a12 
inverse of the matrix Cl-a] = . This can 
-a21 l-a22 
be easily seen "by considering the balance equations : 
(1-all) X1 " a12 X2 = C1 
(Eq. 73) 
-a21Xl + ^~a22^ X2 = ^2 
Solving this system of equations for X^ and X^ yields: 
1-a22 a12 
1 ) ^1-a22^-a12a'21 1 ^~all ) (-^_a22^~a12a21 2 
x 
a21 c ,,1"a"11, C 
2 (l-a-^2) ^1-a22^-a12a21 1 ^~all) (1_a22^~a12a21 2 ' 
or 
X1 = A11C1 + A12C2 
X2 ~ A21C1 + A22C2 ' 
(Eq. 74) 
The balance equations of an economic system can be 
written in matrix notation as aCxl + C = X or 
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r -r— ? p .-i LI-aJ A = u , wnere La j = LA, . JLA. J . rne ouL,puus can lj 1 
be estimated by an iterative process now. Clearly, the 
first-round requirements are : 
= C + a Y (Eq. 75) 
By the same logic 
=  c  +  a  =  C  +  a C + a 2 C  
(Eq. 76) 
x(n) = (I + a + a2 + a n )  C 
This represents mathematical evidence that such an 
iterative process is convergent and a solution for the out­
puts exists. The first expression on the right can be 
thought of as an infinite geometric series when solving for 
the ultimate outputs, and its value in matrix form can be 
represented by its inverse, [i-a]-1, analogous to •—-g- for 
conventional geometric progression (Waugh, 146). Now 
X = El-a]™1 C. 
The matrix Cl-al-1 is the inverse of matrix [i-a] by 
definition. A theorem on the existence of a unique solution 
based upon indecomposable systems for the linear case has 
been formulated (Barna, 8). Informally, the results rele­
vant for this case can be stated as follows : Given a linear 
system of equations of the form [a] x + C = X, which 
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is consistent through the existence of aij's with the form 
[X^Hl] + = X^ , and containing at least one positive 
entry in the C vector corresponding to each indecomposable 
subsystem embraced in it, one can find a unique set of X's 
associated with any finite set of demands, and the iterative 
process can be used to estimate these levels. The matrix 
Cl-a] is non-singular of n.n dimension. It has an inverse 
with non-negative elements. If one forms |a-IXI = 0, a 
polynomial of degree n in X is obtained. There will be n 
characteristic roots all with absolute values less than 
unity. This is the basic reason why the iterative process 
converges. 
Actually, the solution of a problem by successive 
approximations is very deeply embedded into economic 
thinking (probably from Adam Smith on). The economy under 
perfect competition can be viewed as reaching a solution by 
successive approximations performed by the market mechanism. 
Walras (l45) mentions it, Pareto (105) discusses it, and 
Lange (8o) has emphasized this viewpoint for a socialist 
economy. 
More specifically, the inverse can be compared to the 
Keyenesian simultaneous multiplier (when expressed in 
monetary units). It represents the total effect on output, 
employment, and income after all transactions have been 
taken into account. The use of iterations in computing the 
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outputs can be regarded as to represent successive cycles of 
receipts and expenditure of income, accompanied by the in­
duced adjustments of production and employment. It is 
technically an introduction of a time dimension, or a 
dynamic process. 
For example, assuming that the average (income) 
velocity of money is v, the process of adjustment (change in 
final demand, reaction in producing sectors, followed by 
change in income, etc.) must be iterated v times to derive 
the multiplier (the income spending cycle is v times). With 
the propensity to consume < 1, excluding induced investment, 
there should be convergence towards a final solution. 
But it would seem that the number of iterations used 
should vary by industries or regions (in service industries, 
for example, one would expect the average (income) velocity 
to be relatively larger (Moore and Peterson, 94). 
The implications of the iterative processes can be 
further indicated by Table 2. According to this table, in 
the first iterative period final demands of that period are 
satisfied (IC^), and the first, second, third, etc. impacts 
of these final demands for the periods two, three, four, 
etc., are met. Total output in period one is 
1C1 + A^Cg + A 2^^ C3 + A^C^ +. (Eq. 77) 
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Table 2. Schematic presentation of iterative process 
Final 
demand 
Period 
1 2 3 4 
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c 4  
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A ( i )  I 
a (3 )  a (2 )  1
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1 
•
 
•
 
•
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Thus, in order for Cg to be satisfied in period two, A^^Cg 
must be produced in time period one (besides meeting demand 
in period one); and in order for to be satisfied in 
( 2 )  period three, AK JC^ must be produced in period one, and 
A 1^in period two. This implies that producers have 
perfect foresight and will produce (considering stocks and 
capital) just enough currently to meet the needs of future 
final demands. The formulation of this table resembles the 
"block triangular" system in linear programming, and the 
logic of the two situations is similar (Frisch, 52). 
Perhaps another consideration that deserves attention 
in a discussion on computations is the addition of land and 
labor as primary factors of production. Input coefficients 
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will neeà uo be ùeveiopêu i'Ox- "Giiese. 
Given an input-output table in money terms, the outputs 
of the primary factors together with profits and other value 
added (exogeneous) sectors constitute the gross national 
product. It may be appropriate to recall for a moment the 
breakdown of gross national product relevant for this case: 
PxX - = PcC + (I + D) PIr + G Pe + E - I (Eq. 78) 
= TT+ R  +  D e + W N  +  G I  ,  ( E q .  7 9 )  
where : = Price index, output 
X = Gross physical output 
P^ = Price index, imports 
I = Imports, physical units 
C = Consumption, physical units 
PQ = Consumption price index 
I = Investment, physical units 
D = Depreciation, physical units 
P-r = Gross investment price index 
G = Gov. expenditure, physical units 
Pç = Price index for gov. purchases 
E = Value of exports 
I = Value of imports 
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= Profits (gross), money value 
R = Rents (including interest) 
Dg = Depreciation, monetary units 
W = Average wage 
N = Number of workers 
Gj. = Government income 
Since the primary resource inputs will be part of an 
open input-output system, there are two fundamental methods 
of estimating them: utilizing data on labor, land, and 
water inputs on a physical basis and making necessary value 
conversions for incorporation in the model. One can multi­
ply these inputs in physical terms by appropriate wages or 
prices to receive inputs in monetary terms. Consideration 
of costs in physical rather than monetary units would yield 
different results. For agriculture, in which labor input 
by the owners constitutes a substantial amount of total 
labor inputs, the wage rate to apply can be the average wage 
paid to hired labor. The land inputs can be estimated by 
dividing the harvested acreage by the value of output. Mul­
tiplication by average rental value yields land inputs in 
value terms. Subtraction of land and labor inputs from 
value added items will yield a residual accounting for 
profits, interest, and depreciation. 
The other method is to collect inputs in monetary 
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units. Expenditures on labor and land by each industry must 
be estimated consistent with all other entries. However, 
such input data in monetary units by commodities and regions 
are not available directly at the present time. 
If a change in final demand occurs in one or more sec­
tors, the first impact may be on inventories. But ulti­
mately one would expect these changes to be reflected in 
output changes. If one were to assume that the direct out­
put change were equal to a demand change, or AX^ = (X, then 
the direct effects on income, labor, and land utilization 
could be obtained by multiplying the appropriate structural 
matrix coefficients by AC^. But the industries supplying 
industry i will surely readjust their outputs, and these 
changes will set off again subsequent reactions affecting 
industry i, etc. The column in the inverse matrix for 
industry 1 will indicate the sum of these direct and in­
direct changes on all the other sectors per unit change in 
its final demand. Thus, the total direct and indirect 
effects on labor and land resource inputs can simply be 
calculated by multiplying the appropriate resource coeffi­
cient by the corresponding elements of the i**1 industry in 
the inverse matrix. The repercussions of changes in demand 
on the structure of the economy, patterns of land resource 
use and labor requirements (both on a national and regional 
level) can be studied by this process. One can define in 
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this study land resource, labor, and income multipliers : 
each will consist of the total effects (upon the factor) 
divided over direct effects (upon the factor). Study of 
interrelationships and the relative regional importance of 
commodity groups in competititon or adjustment programs is 
possible then. 
In conclusion, it can be pointed out that the input-
output coefficients so far considered are single valued. 
This assumption has been made for this study. But each co­
efficient could be broken up in as many parts as desired. 
For example, an a^. = (c^^ + iiu^. ) could be constructed. The 
mij cou-^ represent "marginal" input-output coefficients 
characterizing short-run reactions. Long-run effects could 
be computed by utilizing (c^^ + nu ^ ). 
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V. SYNTHESIS WITH NORMATIVE ANALYSIS 
A. Introduction of Choice Problems and Optimization 
The introduction of exogenous demand has imparted addi­
tional flexibility to the model. Not only can changes in 
consumption and their repercussions be relatively easily 
traced in the model, but the constant elasticities of income 
assumptions implied in a closed input-output system are 
abolished. In an open Leontief system which exhibits 
exogenous demand, the income elasticity of total demand is 
one. For example a 10 per cent increase in income would 
imply a 10 per cent increase in total demand. Within a 
spatial equilibrium framework, income elasticities of 
regions become of primary interest. They vary in reality by 
regions, so that there are compelling reasons for recog­
nizing this in any realistic study of interdependence. In 
this study, varying assumptions about the behavior of 
regional income elasticities of supply and demand will be 
made, and the consequences studied. The effects of changes 
in income elasticity of demand and technology upon supply 
elasticities will be investigated. 
One basic idea of this study consists of combining pro­
gramming methods with input-output techniques. It has been 
proposed by a number of economists. However, its theoreti­
cal implications (computational and economic) are as yet 
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relatively undiscussed. And so far empirical applications 
in an integrated fashion are unknown to the writer as yet. 
Chenery (21), Isard and Bramhall (71), and Moses (99) have 
introduced substitution within an input-output framework in 
a very limited way [see also Barna ejt al. (8) and Chenery 
and Clark (22)]. And in general, input-output methods have 
not as yet been used in land economics research. However, 
given a spatial input-output matrix for agriculture, such an 
approach may prove extremely useful. One may be able to 
identify land use problems realistically and quantify their 
effects more precisely. Given regional substitution possi­
bilities and capacity restraints, such a formulation results 
in the creation of problems of choice. If one chooses 
appropriate criteria of social desirability (or utility), 
linear programming applications can yield a pattern of 
activities which may be regarded as optimum relative to the 
selected goals. 
In summary, within the framework of the model normative 
analysis can be used in the following manner: 
One can assume that some (or all) commodities are 
identical to some commodities in some (or all) regions. 
Given a specified demand structure on the national level, a 
certain number of basic commodity groups can be produced by 
each or some agricultural regions. Under the existing re­
source restraints one can resolve the problem of which 
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regional production pattern should be used by choosing that 
one which minimizes costs. One can minimize the following 
costs : cost of land, cost of machinery and equipment, cost 
of labor, or combined costs. Each minimization will yield a 
different pattern of production and interrelations. Inves­
tigation of the empirical results and their interpretation 
will be a part of the empirical implementation of the model. 
Addition of real transportation costs to production costs 
will yield a pattern of production and deliveries consistent 
with them. 
The resource capacities are to be specified on a 
regional level. This implies immobility as between regions. 
By specifying national restraints, one could get an economic 
situation based upon perfect mobility. For example, under 
specification of national labor capacity the minimization of 
agricultural labor input would implicitly provide a desir­
able pattern of migration or geographical distribution of 
labor. One could specify other primary input restraints on 
a regional level in order to assure a realistic solution. 
Since one deals with interdependent activities, the 
consumption demands for some regional commodities may be 
zero while their outputs may be positive. This is so be­
cause there may exist intermediate or industrial demand for 
them. However, due to the near-triangularity of any 
empirical input-output matrix, one can expect a number of 
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zero outputs in the final solution. Some regions could go 
almost completely out of production. Actually, the proposi­
tion of substitution on the demand side or substitution on 
the production side between goods amounts to assuming avail­
ability of alternative methods of production. Within the 
model this implies substitution between whole production 
techniques for identical commodities. However, substitution 
between non-homogeneous commodities could be introduced, 
assuming an appropriate substitution ratio. This would imply 
some knowledge of the cross elasticities on the demand or 
supply side. An interesting aspect of substitution presents 
itself uniquely in the type of a model discussed in this 
study: factor substitution. For example, in a column vec­
tor within a coefficient matrix substitution of one factor 
for others in production could be possible at some specified 
rate of substitution. By imposing restrictions upon the 
output of one factor or by using optimization techniques one 
could obtain any factor shifts desirable. This is synony­
mous with introducing substitution in the factor markets. 
For example, substitution of whole production processes be­
tween homogeneous commodities as well as substitution be­
tween factors (within processes) could be assumed on the 
output side of the economy. Under these conditions, given 
already a near-triangular matrix, one would expect the 
appearance of zero-level activities to be more frequent in 
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the final solution. The solution for the final outputs 
would represent a new matrix of structural interdependence. 
The implications and repercussions throughout the economy of 
certain goals of action could be quantified and studied in 
detail. For example, land that is not needed either for 
current or prospective demands (including contingency 
reservoirs) would be eligible for uses with bigger net posi­
tive value productivities. Public payments for idle land 
in agriculture can be interpreted in a number of ways. They 
may imply that land yields a net negative value product to 
the public. This can be the case when cost of the products 
of land exceeds their value. Another possibility arises 
when one considers the final net value productivity. Even 
if the land has positive net value productivity to the 
operator (or the owner), from the social viewpoint when one 
takes into account the effects on prices and the government 
costs necessary to maintain a minimum price level the ulti­
mate net value productivity may be negative. Such a program 
over a term of years would to some degree offset economic 
growth in other segments of the economy, since sectors 
yielding net positive value productivity must compensate for 
the net negative value product of idled agricultural land 
(Chryst and Timmons, 24). However, payments for land do not 
necessarily mean the existence of net negative value produc­
tivity. Partly, it could be a problem of comparing present 
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with future discounted net returns. It may be nothing more 
than a conservation proposition in disguise. It can be also 
part of a program of shifting land into other uses with 
higher net productivities in the long-run. Although land 
may have a net positive value productivity at present, a 
shift into other farm or non-farm uses may increase net re­
turns (even after subtraction of payments) significantly. 
But, if payments to land owners are based on agricultural 
uses which in effect do not exist or the payments are above 
the net value productivity of the land in non-farm uses, the 
payments in themselves constitute an obstacle to the land 
use shifts and tend to freeze the land within the agricul­
tural plant [not considering market forces, of course; see 
Timmons (127, 129, 130) and Raup and Learn (110)]. 
It is evident that the model suggested can yield a sub­
stantial amount of information of interest to economists and 
policy makers. As an approach, it is really quite inde­
pendent from any weaknesses of the data utilized in the 
study or the accuracy of the predictions. It jis based upon 
the implicit idea that efficient allocation of land re­
sources cannot take place within a partial equilibrium 
framework. Most linear programming applications yield a 
solution based upon assumptions of no interdependencies be­
tween the variables analyzed and ignore other relationships. 
Such assumptions, of course, are very naive and have limited 
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use and reality. In any meaningful appraisal of the reper­
cussions of economic actions such interdependencies must be 
taken into account. Actually, for rational economic 
decision-making one should know the situation that will 
exist after a specific action has been taken. This study is 
an attempt to move in this direction. 
The main novel features of the study can be summarized 
in the following way: 
1. Incorporation of technological changes within an 
input-output system 
2. Consideration of land as a factor of production and 
its significance in the economic system 
3. Introduction of substitution and optimization 
within a spatial commodity framework 
4. Application to agriculture 
The discussion of the integration of the two basic 
methods may be best facilitated by formulation of a linear 
programming problem. 
B. Relationship between Programming and Input-Output 
In general terms, a linear programming problem consists 
of finding a maximum or minimum of a linear function subject 
to linear inequalities. It can be represented as follows : 
If f = A'X = max is the maximizing problem, then h = C'u = 
min is its dual. 
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f = A'X = max (Eq. 80) 
BX < C (Eq. 81) 
X > 0 (Eq. 82) 
h = C'u = min (Eq. 83) 
B'u > A (Eq. 84) 
u > 0 (Eq. 85) 
Since inequalities are involved, conventional calculus tech­
niques are not applicable. There is, in fact, no mathemati­
cal method available that would yield a straightforward 
solution. Therefore, iterative procedures must be used. 
These consist basically of starting with an attainable solu­
tion and progressing successively to a better one until an 
optimum is reached subject to the constraints. The exist­
ence of a solution and the conditions under which it is 
possible have been investigated by many people (Dantzig, 30; 
Dorfman et al., 35; Heady and Candler, 63). The most widely 
used systematic iterative procedure is the simplex method 
developed by Dantzig. 
Programming is in essence then a selection of optimum 
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activities or alternatives subject to some criteria and re­
straints. In this it obviously resembles an economic prob­
lem which is also basically one of choice making. As a 
matter of fact, under perfect competition the conventional 
general equilibrium solution is synonymous with a linear 
programming solution of a model for the whole economy 
(Dorfman et_ al., 35). Maximizing behavior leads to zero 
profits, prices or net revenues just cover the costs which 
are minimum. The latter situation is referred to as the 
dual solution in programming language. Each solution of a 
maximum problem specifies implicitly the solution to the 
dual minimum problem, and vice versa. Computationally, it 
is often easier to compute the dual of the problem. 
From the mathematical viewpoint, the coincidence of the 
solutions of the functions f and h has a much deeper meaning: 
it is a saddle point for a two-person, zero-sum game that 
can be constructed from the variables involved. In effect, 
solving the programming model is equivalent to solving a 
two-person, zero-sum game which is characterized by this 
skew-symmetric pay-off matrix: 
0 B -C 
-B' 0 a 
C -a' 0 
But our main concern is the connection between input-output 
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and linear programming. An Input-output table can be 
actually represented as a special linear programming problem 
(Dorfman et al., 35): 
minimum = waQ1 X1 + waQ2 Xg , (Eq. 86) 
where : w = wage rate 
a^ = requirement of primary resource (labor) by i*'*1 
industry (per unit output) 
subject to 
(l-a-j^)X^ — a^gXg ^  (Eq. 87) 
— 
a2i"^ "i (l~a22^ 2 > 2^ 3 (Eq. 88) 
and 
± 0 , (Eq. 89) 
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or 
maximum = + P^Cg , (Eqs. 90-97) 
where : P^ = value per unit of 
subject to above restraints, and X^ > 0. 
Within the framework of a Leontief input-output model 
there is only one solution possible which is also (under the 
assumptions made) an optimum one. And the linear inequali­
ties are actually converted to linear equalities. 
Addition of multiple processes, joint production, or 
two or more primary resources must result in a choice 
problem. In the Leontief world, the choice problem con­
nected with multiple processes is resolved by the entre­
preneurs. The observed processes are the optimum processes. 
No changes in demand can change these processes, apart from 
technological changes. When two or more fixed factors are 
used, there is the economic possibility of substitution. 
And now changes in demand naturally affect the choice of 
production processes (given fixed production coefficients). 
In order to show this, the theorem on substitution will 
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be stated and incorporated into the framework of this study. 
C. Theorem on Substitution 
Even if there were several processes available for each 
industry within the Leontief framework only one can be used. 
In a Leontief technology only relative prices control change. 
By assumption there is only one fixed factor, one real cost. 
Relative prices of commodities depend only on their direct 
and indirect labor content then. A wage rate change would 
just increase prices of all commodities in the same propor­
tion, and relative prices would remain unchanged. There is 
only labor to be economized, so that one set of activities 
turns out most economical, regardless of what final goods 
are desired (Dorfman £t al., 35; Leontief, 85; Leontief 
et al., 86) .  This is illustrated in Figure 4 .  
There are four processes available for industry two, 
and three for industry one. The shaded area represents a 
bill of final consumption producible by some combined opera­
tions of the eight processes (eighth is the origin). The 
consumption possibility frontier is AB. But all points on 
AB are weighted averages of a single process in industry one 
and a single process in industry two. ^ ^ is preferred, 
and Pg(^) are equal. A mixture of Pg 2^^  and is 
satisfactory also. Industry two can choose one set of input 
proportions and need never change. 
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a) 
Figure 4 .  Net output schedule for an economy with multiple 
processes 
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In this study, land is an additional fixed resource. 
What are the implications? 
In Figure 5 one can see that the constant cost charac­
teristics of the model are destroyed, even when there is 
only one process per industry. The marginal rate of substi­
tution suddenly changes at the point B (Samuelson, 111). 
The same can be accomplished by introducing joint-production 
processes as shown in Figure 6. 
There is one joint-production process Q. Labor is the 
only primary resource. Process Q produces commodities 
and Cg. Then the consumption-possibility curve is A Q B. 
In this economy the marginal rate of substitution is also 
not constant (Dorfman et al., 35). 
Thus it can be seen that in a pure Leontief model the 
choice of activities is independent of demand. If there are 
two or more scarce factors, then activities must be chosen 
to economize on the factor whose supply is most burdened by 
the desired consumption mix (Hurwicz, 70). This choice 
problem can be solved by linear programming. Thus each 
change in demand may result now in changes in the production 
pattern, ceteris paribus, because those techniques must be 
used which conserve the scarcest resource. 
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Figure 5. Net output schedule for a multiple resource 
economy 
Ill 
V A 
B 
1 
Figure 6. Net consumption possibility schedule in a 
joint-production economy 
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D. Casting "cne inodei in a rrogramming i?'rameworK 
The study problem may thus be cast into the following 
general framework: 
minimize 
wZa .X , J = l,2,3,lll,n , (Eq. 98)  
j 03 3 
where : w is per unit price of the primary resource 0, 
subject to 
X - AX = C, or (I-A)+X = C , (Eq. 99)  
where : (l-A)+ is a matrix (block type) containing l's 
along the main diagonal in each regional sub-
matrix 
2aOJXj < XQ , (Eq. 100) 
X > 0 , or (Eq. 101) 
maximize 
S p C, , i = 1,2,3,...,n (Eq. 102) 
i 
subject to 
(I-A)+ X = C , (Eq. 103) 
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•s 
Z a^jXj < , (Eq. 104) 
and this submatrix may be of a row-diagonal type if 
regional restraints are used 
X, > 0 . (Eq. 105) 
In a case where two primary inputs are to be minimized one 
has analogously, 
wQ 2 a^jXj + wk S a^jXj , j = 1,2,3,...,n (Eq. 106) 
j J 
subject to 
(I-A)+ X = C , (Eq. 107) 
s 
? ao3Xj < X0 (Eq. 108) 
S 
S akJXJ < Xk , X .  >  0 . (Eq. 109) 
And its dual would be: 
maximize 2 p.C. , i = 1,2,3,...,n (Eq. 110) 
i 
(I-A)+X = C (Eq. Ill) 
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(Eq. 113) 
Such a formulation would lead, of course, to program­
ming of interdependent activities. This procedure makes 
possible the use of any rectangular input-output matrix to 
yield a solution. This may be a method of obtaining solu­
tions for input-output tables which cannot be inverted in 
the conventional manner. In a conventional input-output 
framework, only square matrices can be inverted to yield the 
level of outputs as a function of demand. Primary resources 
must be treated exogenously there (Evans and Hoffenberg, 40; 
Frisch, 52). 
At this point, another way of formulating the problem 
suggests itself. Minimizing, for example, the direct labor 
cost (primary input) of the total output as previously 
stated is equivalent to minimizing the total direct and in­
direct labor costs of final demand. Therefore, the inverse 
of a quadratic input-output matrix could be utilized to 
formulate this equivalent linear programming model : 
minimize 
j = 1,2,3 (Eq. 114) 
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SUDJ ECT "DO 
k 
and 
2 C = C (Eq. 115) j=l 3 K 
S C = C (Eq. 116) 
j=k+l J r 
n 
2 C = C (Eq. 117) 
J=P+1 3 
Z AojCj <%Q , (Eq. 118) 
C . > 0 J  —  
Here represents the total direct and Indirect require­
ments of resource o per unit requirement of C^. If one has 
a rectangular matrix this model, of course, is not appli­
cable . However, in such a case an iterative procedure may 
be used. Minimizing the first round, second round, third 
round, etc., requirements will bring one as close as desired 
to the ultimate solution. 
Since 
= C + AC 
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C + AC + A2C 
= C + AC + A2C + A3C 
= C + AC + A2C + A3C + ... + Anc , 
(Eq. 119) 
the expressions in the rectangles indicate the successive 
round requirements to be added which give an estimate of the 
total output requirements. To each one of these a simplex 
method of solution can be applied. 
Thus 
S a .X. = minimum (Eq. 120) 
j 3 3 
can be approximated by 
2 aojXd(n) , (Eq. 121) 
where 
= C + A1C + A2 C + A3 C + + A n^) C . (Eq. 122) 
Regardless in what programming model the problem is 
cast, one always deals with interdependent activities. If 
the assumptions were that each process must be used to 
satisfy the demand requirements, there would be no choice 
of activities or levels involved (and no problem). On the 
assumption that each process must be used only because of 
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Industrial demand there Is no choice of activities "but cer­
tainly the level of each is subject to determination by pro­
gramming methods. In a model which minimizes direct resource 
needs of the industries the level of each activity X^. will be 
larger than zero and determined by the solution of a program. 
When utilizing the total requirements of final demand in the 
objective function, each activity would be also used 
(assuming all demands non-zero). From previous observations 
we know that both solutions are equivalent. In other words, 
some processes may just be used to satisfy the requirements 
of other processes or industries. This assumption could be 
interpreted as follows : industries cannot substitute their 
inputs due to institutional or economic factors, such as 
local comparative advantage or technology. This assumption 
may be appropriate for short-run analyses. This may be true 
for many intermediate requirements. In the long-run, the 
opposite assumption could be made. With some exceptions, 
every input could be substituted by many other inputs. This 
could come about by direct substitution in production, by 
transformation of an industry, or by expansion of its output 
to include the particular commodity required as input by 
others. The reality as always, probably lies somewhere in 
between these two extremes. Given several processes per 
_ - commodity it is reasonable to assume that possibly only one 
need ever be used to satisfy the direct and indirect 
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requirements. By implication this would mean that several 
inputs could be also substituted by some other single input 
(Cameron, 17). 
E. Problem of the Level of Aggregation 
Before presenting the model, some heuristic considera­
tion will be given to the level of aggregation and the 
choice of appropriate number of commodities and regions. 
Fundamentally, one can consider aggregation of commodi­
ties in three alternative ways: 
1. Since ideally each industry should produce one 
commodity and use one process, products can be 
grouped together which are perfect substitutes in 
use; so that regardless of origins of demands the 
production would always yield the same "commodity" 
using the same production process. 
2. Products can be lumped together into one industry 
if they are same (or similar) on the production 
side or if they require the same inputs in the same 
proportions. 
3. And finally, different outputs can be aggregated 
into one commodity if they must be used or pro­
duced in the same proportion. 
Given that one must aggregate heterogeneous products, 
it becomes obvious that the diversity of the input 
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structures becomes the relevant consideration rather than 
the number of products involved. For example, the steel 
industry produces many types of steel products using a few 
basic processes. Variation in chemical contents accounts 
for the different types and it is not quantitatively (or 
value-wise) significant (Berman, 11; Bishop, 12; Harvard 
Economic Research Project, 59; Morgenstern, 95). 
One can expect the same situation in agriculture where 
many types of agricultural products can be produced with few 
basic processes. The variations in purchased inputs may not 
doom large quantitatively. Therefore, variation in products 
(within limits) may not give rise to wide swings in the 
input-output ratios. However, in agriculture an additional 
element must be considered: nature. The industries are to 
a large degree biological production units; as such, the 
outputs are subject to certain near-cyclical movements and 
stochastic shocks, which adds variability to the input-
output production coefficients. This fact has important 
implications for forecasting purposes. In short-run pre­
dictions or models, it is very difficult (if not impossible) 
to account for this factor accurately. However, in long-run 
predictions the "nature" factor assumes a relatively insig­
nificant role because it is overshadowed by errors of risk 
and uncertainty. 
Apart from influences peculiar to agriculture, the 
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stability of the technical coefficients depends upon the 
amount of variation in the proportions in which an in­
dustry's products are produced. If the commodities would be 
always produced in the same proportions, differences in in­
puts would be irrelevant because one could construct a 
stable production function. An industry's input-output co­
efficient can be looked at as an average of several input-
output coefficients, each weighted by the relative impor­
tance of its respective output. But if the "product mix" 
changes, the average coefficient also changes, and the ex­
tent of the change depends upon the amount of variation in 
the "product mix." In agriculture, one would expect the 
product mix to change in the short-run in many regions. 
However, due to the use of relatively few basic processes, 
the effects of this on technical coefficients (within limits) 
may be relatively insignificant. In the long-run, permanent 
product mix shifts can take place in some regions due to: 
1. vertical integration (or availability of capital 
and technology making possible large scale, 
specialized production) 
2. rise of large urban centers, creating relative 
transportation and production cost advantages 
3. shifts in location of production, reflecting a more 
efficient organization of agriculture 
4. changes in tastes (demand) 
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In any study, conflicts arise in the process of aggre­
gation between recognizing similarities in production, 
processing, and in demand. Depending upon the purpose of 
study, a decision must be made as to the relevant manner of 
classification. If one wants to study the allocation of 
land resources with all its ramifications, then similarities 
in production may be given priority, if attention is focused 
on desirable improvements in efficiency of production 
(Egbert and Heady, 36). 
F. Implications for Data Requirements 
1. The appropriate level of commodity classification 
Given the purpose of the study, use of or demand for 
land can only be studied and specified in relation to the 
products or services that it yields. In this respect, land 
is similar to most economic factors of production. It is 
not directly desired for consumption, but rather for the 
services and products that it may yield. These include such 
uses as agricultural, industrial, commercial, and public 
(transportation, utilities, etc.). Recreational and 
residential uses could be classified either as production 
or as consumption processes involving land. Demand for land 
has been often called a "derived demand,,r but such a dis­
tinction is of rather vague operational usefulness since 
demand for most economic goods is derived demand. Even 
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demand for food, although directly consumed, may be really 
demand for certain nutrients. And perhaps all economic 
goods derive their demand from such hedonistic considera­
tions like utility or pleasure satisfaction (Henderson, 66; 
Timmons, 127). 
To achieve a realistic description of the production 
and service sectors of the economy these observations may 
apply: 
The livestock sector is a very heterogeneous one; it 
may be of advantage to break it up by animal types. Eggs 
could be treated as a separate commodity. The feed sector 
may be subdivided into more homogeneous commodity groups, 
such as feed grain, hay and forage, and by-product feeds. 
The dairy industry may consist of three branches : fresh 
milk, milk for manufacturing, and farm-separated cream. 
Other field crops such as food grains (or possibly wheat and 
other food grains), cotto^G^obacco, and oil crops (soybean, 
cottonseed, and other) can be considered separately. Each 
regional category would yield a relatively homogeneous land 
utilization and quality pattern. Additional sectors may 
incorporate commodities like garden and greenhouse crops, 
vegetables, fruits, forest products, and other minor com­
modities . 
All processing and supplying industries should be in­
cluded on a regional basis. The rest of the economy can be 
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aggregated in relatively few national sectors. Such a 
classification of the economy would be consistent with 
empirical findings on the interdependence between agricul­
ture and the rest of the economy. Fox (45, 48) found that a 
United States input-output model consisting of two sectors, 
an agricultural complex (agriculture, food and fiber pro­
cessing) and the rest of the economy, is nearly triangular. 
Agriculture is relatively heavily dependent upon inputs from 
the rest of the economy while at the same time there are 
only few activities outside the agricultural complex which 
require farm products as inputs. Although non-agricultural 
inputs per unit of farm output have increased during the 
past two decades (in relative terms), the absolute signifi­
cance on the economy as a whole has been offset by the de­
clining relative importance of agriculture. In percentage 
terms, a ten per cent increase in deliveries to final demand 
of non-agricultural industries would increase requirements 
for farm products only by .5 to .6 per cent, apart from any 
changes in final demand for farm products. A ten per cent 
increase in farm output may call for a one per cent increase 
in the output of non-agricultural industries (Fox and 
Sengupta, 49). 
These findings suggest that models can be utilized 
which focus primarily upon the agricultural complex and 
ignore the rest of the economy. However, most changes in 
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activities or programs have significant impacts upon some 
regions and their land resource use. Therefore for any 
realistic and useful appraisal of such consequences inclu­
sion of the total economy is paramount. Besides, many 
applied economists in agriculture, business, and government 
by the nature of their tasks tend to become sector 
specialists. If models are to be useful and accepted by 
such economists, they must be so constructed as to incor­
porate some information concerning these sectors. These 
specialists also tend to neglect (by the nature of their 
work) the interactions between their particular sectors and 
the rest of the economy. Therefore, comprehensive models 
are needed to accomplish this purpose (Fox, 47). 
The processing industries could be included in 15 addi­
tional regional sectors; the 16^ sector could be an aggre­
gate of the rest of the economy if no further interest for 
it exists. The 16 sectors may be as follows : 
meat processing, poultry processing, dairy products, 
grain products (wheat and others), prepared feeds, 
vegetable and fruit production, miscellaneous food 
production, tobacco manufacturing, fertilizer pro­
duction, chemical industry, textile production, 
machinery industry, petroleum industry, miscellaneous 
industries 
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Based upon previous reasoning, it seems that the model 
should include about 18 aggregate farm commodities and 16 
industrial commodities, or 34 commodities on a regional 
basis. The question that one must turn to now is the level 
of regional aggregation. 
2. The appropriate level of spatial aggregation 
For this study, the regional aggregation may proceed 
primarily along these lines: homogeneity of land charac­
teristics (soil and climate), types of products and tech­
niques of production, and transfer costs. Since many states 
consist of several distinct types of farming areas, it seems 
that spatial aggregation must be undertaken at a lower level 
for accurate results. Considering about 50 states with an 
average of about two different types of farming areas per 
state, one could divide the United States into about 100 
regions. Given that any region would not contain more than 
a few percentage points of national land use, such a detail 
of spatial specification may be sufficient for most practi­
cal tasks in an economy-wide model. 
To summarize the classifications then, an ideal model 
may consist of 34 regional aggregate commodities and about 
100 regions, or give rise approximately to a matrix of order 
3400 x 3400. This is an ideal in a sense that this may pose 
the upper limit to the level of detail and accuracy ever 
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desir-ed in an economy-wide model. 
The model proposed carries very serious implications 
for data collection agencies. It indicates that the bases 
for collecting statistics, namely based on commodity, state, 
county, or firm classifications (national) are grossly out 
of line with the developments in theory, computer technology 
and research needs. 
Most data are collected on commodity or area bases 
which are defined by political boundaries. From the eco­
nomic viewpoint, selection of classification depends upon 
the purpose of study and nature of the problem, but it 
should occur on an economic basis. If the problem calls for 
regional analysis, the regions should be economic regions, 
i.e., relatively homogeneous with respect to certain crucial 
economic variables involved in the problem. However, this 
would indicate that there is a conflict between data suit­
able for economic analysis and data required for remedial 
actions. It is on the United States, state, or county 
levels that most economic problems can be dealt with in 
terms of putting remedies into effect. 
Thus, an economic analysis based upon economic regions 
may result in recommendations which cannot be implemented 
(or with great difficulty), unless classifications can be 
reconciled. This practical dilemma of classification can be 
resolved, however. One could suggest changing the political 
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boundaries to coincide with economic regions, but economic 
areas will change because economic variables change over 
time, or problems shift from one location to another. The 
solution may consist of defining economic regions on such a 
level that they will coincide with the political boundaries, 
like state lines, for most economic investigations. It 
would make them suitable for investigation of economic 
problems and for making direct recommendations to the 
agencies with the power to institute action. This may be a 
goal towards which data collection agencies should strive in 
general. 
At present, the most difficulty lies in identifying 
intermediate and primary inputs by "origin" and "destina­
tion ." In this respect the data available are grossly 
inadequate. Most of the output data are collected on an 
"origin" basis, while input data are available on a 
"destination" basis exclusively. There are a large amount 
of data published by state agencies. However, the classi­
fications used by the various state agencies are often in­
compatible with each other. 
However, a modified model of great practical use and 
sufficient detail can be suggested which is within the 
limitations of available data, given that supplementary in­
formation can be used to estimate or guess some production 
relations, possibly with the use of limited surveys. 
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G. Presentation or the Generalized Model 
S th Let ^X be the value-output of the 1 Industry In the 
region and the value of the r 1^ resource used in the 
Sth region, where : 
i  =  1 , 2 , 3 , a n d  c h o o s e  m  =  1 1 ;  
subscript 1 denotes the livestock and livestock products 
industry (mean animals and other livestock 
products) -
subscript 2 denotes the dairy products 
subscript 3 denotes the poultry and eggs - ' 
subscript 4 denotes the feed grains industry (corn, oats, 
barley, grain sorghum) 
subscript 5 denotes the food grains industry (wheat, rice, 
rye, and buckwheat) 
subscript 6 denotes the cotton industry (cotton lint and 
cottonseed) 
subscript 7 denotes the tobacco industry (all manufactured 
tobacco) 
subscript 8 denotes the oil crops industry (soybeans, 
peanuts, flaxseed, and tung nuts) 
subscript 9 denotes the vegetables and fruit industry 
(vegetables, fruits, and other nuts) 
subscript 10 denotes the forage crop industry (grass, 
pasture, legume seeds, and hay) 
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subscript II denotes the mixed industry (forest, nursery, 
and greenhouse products, sugar crops, miscel­
laneous crops, other agricultural services). 
Also, 
r = 1, 2, 3, and 
subscript 1 denotes land (or water) resource 
subscript 2 denotes capital resource 
subscript 3 denotes labor resource. 
Finally, s = 1, 2, 3, ..., q, and let q = 48, denoting 
the 48 states. 
For example, ^X represents the production of the dairy 
industry in region 1, ^ X the production of region 1 of 
poultry and eggs, etc. 
Similarly, would be the value of land used in region 
s ZiA 1, etc., and the last pR would be ^R, or sales of labor in 
region 48. One can assume mobility of resources, i.e., 
resources in region r could be used in any region for pro­
duction, except land resources. Land represents an immobile 
resource. 
The value-outputs fx for i = m+l, m+2, m+3, ..., m+k, 
where k = 12, represent industrial outputs. There will be 
three major categories: processing industries, supplying 
industries, and all other industries. Thus, 
subscript m+l denotes the meat and poultry processing in­
dustry (meat packing, prepared meats, poultry 
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products) 
subscript m+2 denotes the dairy products industry (fluid 
milk, butter cheese conc. milk, ice cream and 
ice milk, other dairy products) 
subscript m+3 denotes the grain processing industry (flour 
and meals, cereal preparations, blended and 
prepared flours) 
subscript m+4 denotes the prepared feeds industry 
subscript m+5 denotes the other food processing (food 
preparations, beverages, bakery and related 
products, confectionery products) 
subscript m+6 denotes the vegetable and fruit processing 
industry (canned and frozen fruits and 
vegetables, and others) 
subscript m+7 denotes the tobacco manufacturing industry 
(all tobacco products including stemming and 
drying) 
subscript m+8 denotes the textile industry 
subscript m+9 denotes the chemical products industry 
(fertilizers, chemicals, paints and var­
nishes, soap and soap products, drugs, oils) 
subscript m+10 denotes the machinery industry (tractors, 
farm machinery, motor vehicles and other 
services) 
subscript m+11 denotes the petroleum industry (gasoline, 
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oil, and related products) 
subscript m+l2 denotes the remaining industries (all 
products not listed, including transporta­
tion, veterinary services, and miscellaneous 
supplies). 
The industrial sectors above are defined on a national 
basis and ail will carry superscript 0. For example m+gX is 
the value-output of the textile industry in the United 
States. 
Let be a final (exogenous ) demand sector. Then 
iC®, for s = 0,1,2,...,q, and i = 1,2,3,...,m,m+l,m+2,..., 
m+k, the industry of origin, and j = 1 are net foreign trade 
items. Exports will include sales of goods and services 
from the United States to other countries. Imports can be 
substitutable for some domestic products. 
Next, ^ for s = 0,1,2,...,q, i = 1,2,3,...,m,m+l, 
m+2,...,m+k and j = 2 represent government purchases. The 
value-outputs, for s = 0,1,2,...,q, j = 1,2,3,...,m,m+l, 
m+2,...,m+k, and i = 2, can be conceived of as services 
rendered by the government sector (measured by receipts). 
Inputs to government are governmental purchases of goods and 
services. Subsidies can be treated as transfer payments to 
households. 
Also, iCj for s = 0,1,2, ...,q, i = 1,2,3,111,m,m+l, 
m+2,...,m+k, and j = 3 are inventory accounts. These will 
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be usea to establisn correspondence between production and 
consumption. Additions to domestic stock can be treated as 
consumption, depletions of stock represent supplies of goods 
(farm inventories, CCC held stocks and inventories held by-
industry should be considered). 
Finally, for s = 0,1,2,...,q, i = 1,2,3,...,m,m+l, 
m+2,...,m+k, and j = 4 represent the final demand of con­
sumers. The output side, i = 4 can be conceived of as 
sales by consumers of labor, capital, and land represented 
by wages, salaries, and proprietors' incomes (including 
depreciation); they serve as income for expenditures for the 
final bill of goods and services. 
Technological input-output coefficients can be con­
structed per dollar of output in the following way: 
PyS 
- PS . Il_ _ S 
s  - iaj '  s " 1 
X. X. 
J 3 
omitting the ^ columns. The table with the technological 
coefficients will have the same dimensions as the flow 
table. Only in each position, the relevant ?a® or fr will 
appear. 
The structural matrix will have 540 x 540 potential 
entries (excluding exogeneous sectors). But the matrix will 
be near triangular, so that the majority of the entries are 
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expected to be zero entries. Also all the resources of a 
particular region may appear only as inputs to industries in 
that region. The omission of the consumption columns is 
"based upon the fact that the input-output coefficients would 
show the percentages of total income spent by consumers on 
various goods and would represent psychological rather than 
technological facts. 
Each fx! = P? X® each .SR = P? R, and each C® = P, Cs., 1  J  2 - ^  J  J -  J  J  
where the bar above the letter denotes the physical quanti­
ties of the i^*1 good, resource, or service. This means that 
given appropriate prices one can convert the value coeffi­
cients into physical input-output coefficients, and vice 
versa. 
Based upon previous considerations, one can show that 
n Q m q k n n q 4 
?X = S S Pa .Xs. + Z S fa .X. + S 2 .cf . 
s=l j=l 1 33 s=l j=m+l 1 33 s=l j=l 1 3 
(Eq. 123) 
By successive substitution and elimination one can ex­
press each produced X® in terms of the final demand sectors 
^cf. This is synonymous with finding an inverse matrix of 
the ?af, or X = (l-a)-1C in matrix form. Given final 
demand, it is possible to ascertain the total direct and 
indirect requirements of each commodity in each region. 
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The primary resources have been treated as part of the 
overall national resource sector. However, no flexibility 
is lost. They may be imagined as inputs in each region's 
own production and appearing in each region on the main 
diagonal in the matrix, with zero otherwise. Such a matrix 
could not be inverted to obtain the interdependence coeffi­
cients. Rewriting the structural matrix to a form in which 
the resource coefficients presented appear as final rows 
results in no change, but one gains the advantage of ob­
taining a sub-matrix whose inverse exists. This inverse can 
be used to approximate the inverse of the full structural 
matrix. Assumptions about substitutability among resources 
and among commodities can still be made (Georgescu-Roegen, 
easily; for example, for one region, where M is the aggre­
gated industry group, 
n 
56). 
In the process of constructing the input-output table 
industries are aggregated. The j_aj 1 s can be computed 
i=m 
n 
^ 3 ~ * 2,3/ 
— v 
m-1 , 
(Eq. 124) 
where industries m to n are aggregated, 
and 
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iaM ~ 
1XM 
n 
2 
_ jlHH 
n 
1 = 0,1,2,.. .,m=l, M (Eq. 125) 
n X, X, 
= 2 1-2- = 2 a,w. . (Eq. 126) 
J=m X3 E J 
An aggregate Industry seems to provide to other indus­
tries the simple sum of the outputs of its constituent 
industries. If aggregation takes place for the receiving 
industry then the ^a 1^ s are weighted averages of the re­
quirements of the member industries, the weights represented 
by the proportional importance of each industry's produc­
tion. The above second equation also indicates that ^a^ 
will be fairly accurate if the ^a.. ' s are close in value 
(industries requiring same types and relative quantities of 
inputs). Other possibilities of accurate prediction of ^a^ 
are : production of all the constituents changes in roughly 
the same proportion (the w^'s remain constant suggesting 
vertical aggregation) (Dorfman et al., 35). 
The physical ^"â^. ' s must be predictable or constant, and 
not the ^a^.'s. The crucial test between any two periods 
would be : 
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a} p >  ,  : !  
1 J J = 1 J J . (Eq. 127) 
Pj. tl P± t2 
The introduction of substitution into the production 
and consumption sectors renders the model indeterminate. 
Linear programming techniques must be used to derive a 
solution for satisfying some specified demands. This means 
that for each industry capacity and resource constraints 
must be formulated. Subject to these, minimum cost produc­
tion techniques will be utilized to satisfy consumption 
demands. 
The program for the model becomes then: 
minimize h = (X-^+Xg+X^+X^+X^+Xg+Xy+Xg+X^+X^Q+X-^-^+X^^-^+X^^g"'" 
Xm+3+Xm+4+Xm+5+Xm+6+Xm+7+Xm+8+Xm+9+Xm+10+Xm+ll+Xm+12) 1 ( lrj+ 
2rj+3rj)1 + (xi+X2+X3+x4+X5+X6+X7+X8+X9+X10+Xll+Xm+l+Xm+2+X 
m+3+Xm+4+Xm+5+Xm+6+Xm+7+Xm+8+Xm+9+Xm+10+Xm+ll+Xm+l2)2(lrj+ 
2^j+3^j^ ^  (Xl+X2+X3^4+X5 X^6+X7 X^8+X9+X10+Xll X^m+l+Xm+2+ 
Xm+3+Xm+4+Xm+5+Xm+6+Xm+7+Xm+8+Xm+9+Xm+10+Xm+ll+Xm+12}3(lrj+ 
2^-Vj)3 + ... + x^i+X2+X3+X4+X5"fX6+X7+X8"fX9+X10+Xll+Xm+l+ 
Xm+2+Xm+3+Xm+4+Xm+5+Xm+6+Xm+7+Xm+8+Xm+9+Xm+10+Xm+ll+ 
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\48/ \48 
Am+12; ^l^j^j^j^ 
(Eq. 128) 
subject to the following constraints : 
The demand constraints : (l-a)+X = C, or 
(xi~laixi~la2x2"'la3x3~la4x4~la5x5~la6x6~la7x7~la8x8~la9x9~ 
la10X10"lallXll^ S±° ~ ^lam+lXm+l+lam+2Xm+2+lam+3Xm+3+ 
lam+4Xm+4+lam+5Xm+5+lam+6Xm+6+lam+7Xm+7+lam+8Xm+8+lam+9Xm+9+ 
1am+l0Xm+l0+lam+llXm+l1+1am+l2Xm+l2 ^ S + 
(Xl"iajXj)Regi0n 48 = 4C1+4C1+4C1 + ... + 4C^  
(X2-2a1X1-2a2X2-2a3X3-2a^X^-2a^X^-2agXg-2&yXy-2a8X8"2a9X9~ 
2a10X10~2allXll"2am+lXm+l~ 2am+2Xm+2"2am+3Xm+3"2am+4Xm+4" 
2am+5Xm+5™ 2am+6Xm+6™ 2am+7Xm+7™2am+8Xm+8~ 2am+9Xm+9 ~ 
1 2 
2am+10Xm+10™ 2am+llXm+ll~ 2am+12Xm+12 ^ + X^2"iajXj^ + 
(X2—iajXj)^ + ... + X^2~iajXj^^ = 4C2+4C2+4C2+4C2+***+4C2^ 
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~ ^ iajXj "' ^iajxj^ ^iajXj^ ~ 4C12 
X23 (±ajXj) "(±ajXj) ^lajXj 3^ **• (±ajXj) (±ajXj)° ~ 4C23 
(Eq. 129) 
The demand constraints may represent projected demands 
on regional or national "bases. 
The capacity and resource constraints : 
SK > krd SXj , j = 1,2,...,n, 
X. > 0 . 
J — 
(Eq. 130) 
One possibility for simulating an economic situation is that 
the only effective constraint is land within regions. 
Mobility of the other resources may be the implicit assump­
tion then. Full geographical mobility of a resource can be 
introduced by substituting one national restraint for the 
separate regional restraints. But care should be exercised. 
It may lead to a situation in which households provide re­
sources in one region and consume in another one. In a 
predictive application, such a model can be used to 
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determine a desirable pattern of migration of resources. 
For each region acreages of certain classes of land under 
assumed practices can serve as the capacity limits for 
crops. 
It seems that the simplex method can be readily used to 
solve the optiminization problem of this model. It will 
yield a desirable pattern of production as precisely as the 
level of aggregation, accuracy of data and computation tech­
niques used will permit. Limitations of time and funds may 
not permit the development of such a large structural matrix 
as suggested by the model. Or perhaps one is more inter­
ested in exploring the general approach or the introduction 
of technological changes into a structural matrix. Whatever 
the case may be, a developed input-output table may be 
utilized. For example, Carter (l8) developed a regional 
input-output table for the United States economy emphasizing 
agriculture based upon 1954 data. Such a model contains 
nine agricultural commodity groups, ten regions, and 13 
national industries. The order of the structural matrix is 
103X103. With some modifications of the matrix and addition 
of primary input coefficients the model can be cast into the 
framework developed in this study. Some aggregation of com­
modity sectors may be necessary under certain assumptions of 
production behavior due to computer capacity limitations. 
The influence of food retailers upon product 
i4o 
specifications and increased use of purchased inputs point 
toward closer integration of agriculture with the rest of 
the economy. Although agriculture's share in the economy 
has declined relatively, United States farms in the future 
may behave more and more like industries : they may purchase 
most of their inputs and sell most of their outputs. 
A highly developed economy like the American economy is 
characterized by a high degree of interaction between the 
agricultural sector (or even within) and the rest of the 
economy. In a less developed economy, one can expect much 
less interdependence between farms and the industrial 
sector. As a matter of fact a lack of interaction may be 
characteristic of many such countries. 
A matrix on a national level may be relatively simple. 
It may be near block-diagonal, most agricultural industries 
being nearly self-sufficient, with some purchases of inputs 
appearing, but a significant portion of the outputs moving 
directly to final demand sectors. In little industrialized 
countries one may expect not much interaction in the in­
dustrial sectors, but a direct relation to export-import 
sectors. The degree of interdependence in an economy can be 
used as a measure of economic development. However, the 
relative importance of agriculture in terms of income, out­
put, and employment of resources would be rather great in 
less developed economies. Normative input-output techniques 
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can "be therefore used to advantage in exploring possibili­
ties of improvement in resource use and raising per capita 
incomes. In these countries the sectors that limit produc­
tion will be in general the production sectors, and the 
goals will be simply to maximize certain outputs and 
national income subject to resource restraints like capital 
or land. Data shortages may hamper development of resource 
input-output coefficients. 
Thus, an appropriate model for a less developed country 
may look as follows : 
O 
maximum = E C. (in value terms) (Eq. 131) 
i 1 
subject to 
(l-a)+ X > CS 
2 < KS (Eq. 132) j °J J 
X > 0 , i,j = 1,2, .. .,n . 
This program assumes substitution both in consumption and 
production. Under the assumption of substitution only in 
the demand sector, one would need to modify the program: 
maximum = S (Eq. 133) 
1 1 
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subject to 
(l-a)+ X > CS (Eq. 134) 
> Z (Eq. 135) 
2 a, .XS. <X XS 1, j = 1,2,...,n . (Eq. 136) 
j 1J J j J 
Given a regional input-output model is constructed, 
under assumptions of complete substitution in the economy 
the matrix (l-a)+ would be defined as follows (see Appendix 
D for details): 
regional sectors (i-a)1 (i-a)2 ... (l-a)S (l-a)q-a° 
national sectors -a0 -a0 ... -a0 ... -a°I-a° 
(Eq. 137) 
The model which maximizes consumption has different 
consequences than the one maximizing output. In the former, 
interindustrial requirements are minimized with appropriate 
consequences upon income of entrepreneurs and employment. 
In the latter output is maximized with no regard for dis­
guised unemployment of labor (and other sectors) in agricul­
tural or manufacturing industries. Thus, in general the 
flexibility of the input-output method permits meaningful 
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analysis of many economic development problems (uhenery, 20, 
21; Chenery and Kretschner, 23; Frisch, 53j Hill, 67; 
Johansen, 74; Lange, 80). 
H. Extension of the Model 
In most studies utilizing input-output methods it has 
been assumed that constant returns to scale exist. As was 
pointed out earlier, such a viewpoint is equivalent to 
accepting a particular form of a Cobb-Douglas type function. 
Johansen (72) utilized input-output tables for intermediate 
goods and non-linear Cobb-Douglas type production functions 
for the primary resource sector. The logical culmination of 
this trend would consist of describing the whole set of 
production behavior in terms of non-linear Cobb-Douglas type 
functions, where all intermediate input would be inter­
dependent through an input-output table. Such a model will 
be presented next. 
For example, let X. represent the output of the j**1 
industry defined in the following way: 
1. X = al£s°K* , j = 1,2,3,...,n , (Eq. 138) 
J J J J 
where X^ represents output of j**1 industry, 
Lj represents labor requirements of the 
industry, 
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Sj represents land requirements of the j"6*1 
industry, 
Kj represents intermediate requirements of the 
jth industry. 
2. The intermediate requirements K^. can he defined as 
kj - X xu - X auKj - <**•139 > 
using some common unit of measurement (like value). 
In effect, the total intermediate requirements in the 
economy can form a structural matrix called a. 
3. Now let represent the consumption demand for the 
output of the i**1 industry. Then this relationship could be 
postulated: 
X± — a j^Kj = Y± , i=j=l,2,3,••»jn , (Eq„ l4o) 
or 
aLjS^Kj - aiJKj = Y± , i=J=l,2,3,...,n . (Eq. l4l) 
The model of the economy is characterized by a structural 
matrix or a complete system of interdependencies in which 
the form of the production functions is not limited to 
linear relations or constant returns to scale. 
The numerical solution can be worked by approximations, 
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using Taylor series. The expression 
4M Kj+ (W d - aij Kj - Yi 
can be approximated numerically by 
4M Kj + + (2)(Kj-Kj)2 + "" + (n)<Kd-Kj)n 
- a. .K. — Y. 
1J J 1 (Eq. 142) 
This formulation represents an extension of the input-
output methods to the non-linear case (see Appendix E). Now 
input-output analysis can be performed without imposing 
linear restrictions upon the production functions. 
Such an analysis can be also integrated with program­
ming methods, resulting in a relatively wide choice of 
production behavior. This would lead to non-linear pro­
gramming. And the non-linear production functions can be 
incorporated into a macro-model of a whole economy in the 
Klein-Goldberger (76) spirit. 
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VI. CONSIDERATION OF ERRORS IN THE STUDY 
A. The Problem of Errors 
In this study, economic theory in conjunction with data 
will be employed to estimate economic variables and to 
render projections. The empirical procedure involves 
basically four steps : 1. collection of data, 2. construc­
tion of a model, 3. computations, and 4. comparison of the 
results with experience. The last step constitutes the 
ultimate testing stage in any scientific procedure. Since 
controlled experiments are not often possible in economics, 
consideration of the assumptions becomes part of the test 
by reality. Interestingly enough each step in the process 
of analysis has significance from the viewpoint of error 
contribution because each step inherently contributes mis­
takes to the ultimate results. To be able to say something 
about the reliability of results, one must make an attempt 
at quantification of errors. And before one can quantify 
errors, one must understand their nature in theory 
(Morgenstern, 96). 
1. An opportunity for errors to arise may begin before 
or in the process of data collection. Because of the 
probabilistic nature of the world the data already may 
contain errors of observation: for example, counting or 
measuring errors, aggregation errors, and errors arising 
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from the use of monetary (or value) concepts (Morgenstern, 
96). These concepts are at best based on theories which are 
not unique and allow for a wide range of errors. In addi­
tion, bias (by the reporting person or the interviewer) may 
creep in, which is very difficult to evaluate. If data are 
selected at different places or at different times then 
transportation cost, price, and time series problems arise. 
Most of the errors listed above may be also contributed 
in the process of data collection and preparation. 
2. When one enters the stage of model construction, 
the acceptance of the econometric interpretation of errors 
proves useful in accordance with probability laws. Econo­
metric theory makes attempts to develop mathematical models 
of economic reality which involve quite often high degrees 
of idealization. And in the evaluation of the results this 
possibility has to be considered: inconsistencies between 
the results of the model and reality may be due to some 
factors or forces not considered in the model rather than 
to inaccuracies of the data. Sampling theory where 
appropriate can be used to specify quantitatively errors 
of primary data used. But econometricians make statements 
about the randomness of results due to the influence of some 
factors not known. These statements have their limitations. 
This becomes clear when one considers all the other types 
of errors which are present but cannot be specified. 
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Despite this fact, it may be useful to quantify a portion of 
the errors involved, even if the magnitudes of the other 
errors are not known. However, the forces that are assumed 
to have random effects are described by data which are also 
subject to errors. So in reality, there is never a possi­
bility of correctly specifying the true parameters, even if 
one were to account for all the forces acting upon the 
model. 
3. The empirical implementation involves computations. 
These are always subject to approximating or rounding off 
errors. Some studies indicate that errors of the latter 
kind in systems of large numbers of simultaneous equations 
can be quite serious (Morgenstern, 9 6 ) .  
4. From the above observations it becomes clear that 
it is difficult to judge on discrepancies between the re­
sults of the model and reality in the final test. These 
may be due to a defective theory. Or they may be due to a 
concentration of a succession of many errors. And quite 
often predictions are given in terms of the conditional 
expected values so that for any comparison tests observa­
tions should be adjusted appropriately. 
The above discussion implicitly really raises two im­
portant questions that are at the heart of economic investi­
gations: What is the significance of attempts to quantify 
or estimate statistically certain types of errors? And 
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another perhaps deeper, and philosophical question: Since 
investigations and results are always beset with errors, 
does it make sense to assume deterministic relationships? 
Could it be that the economic world is really of a prob­
abilistic nature (at least as humanity may see it)? 
Attention will be focused on the first question now. 
Basically, the best one can hope for in error specification 
in general is to specify the more obvious types of errors. 
There will always remain some errors defying quantification. 
Scientifically, one can ask of what value is specification 
of some errors when the range of other errors present is 
unknown? 
The answer can perhaps be given in this manner : A 
specification of some errors is at least a beginning, and it 
may be a very substantial and promising one. And from the 
operational point of view, there is a significant amount of 
information that is really conveyed. Under the assumption 
of the presence of other errors, specification of some 
errors is in fact a specification of the lower error limit 
(given other assumptions hold). Ideally, one would need 
two values to specify the range, the suggested approach con­
veys actually the lower limit, or half of the problem1 In 
any case, of course, where other errors can be quantified 
or are absent the above approach is indispensable. 
The second question posed is one of a highly 
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philosophical or speculative nature. Recent developments in 
the natural sciences (physics, chemistry) suggest that some 
events cannot be explained (like the behavior of atomic 
particles) by any deterministic type of causal reasoning. 
The best explanation of such behavior has been found in the 
probability approach or stochastic processes. And phenomena 
that are regarded as certain to occur can be viewed as sub­
ject to stochastic process with relatively small variances, 
high conditional probabilities, or high correlation coeffi­
cients, so that for many practical purposes they seem to 
be error, or risk free. And there is certainly evidence for 
that. But if the world is basically a probabilistic one, 
then development or application of purely deterministic 
theories or laws must be ultimately a wasted and futile 
attempt because it cannot disclose true nature and further 
understanding. Unfortunately, the major part of economics 
is founded on concepts which imply a basically deterministic 
world. But recent evidence is unfavorable. However, the 
word "evidence" is subject to different interpretations 
according to which philosophy one subscribes to. Certainly, 
very few scientists may dispute that some phenomena may just 
be by nature stochastic. But the determinists argue that in 
general, nature is deterministic. One uses today stochastic 
processes to explain some phenomena because of man's 
ignorance. Given additional knowledge, one may be able to 
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predict many events with certainty. Who is right? 
This is an argument that cannot be resolved at present 
because of man's "ignorance," or lack of proof. However, 
perhaps this can be said: It is very unlikely that men will 
ever gain "perfect" knowledge. Proponents of both arguments 
will agree on that. Given this assumption, it follows that 
there always will be a need for a stochastic approach. 
Given limited knowledge, some events may not be explained 
except by such an approach. Therefore, even when assuming a 
deterministic world, stochastic processes can be useful and 
sometimes should be used. And from the practical viewpoint, 
there may be an additional reason. Even for phenomena which 
can be predicted by deterministic models, it is often too 
costly to do so. For many practical purposes, application 
of stochastic processes yields sufficiently accurate results 
with much less effort. And, under certain assumptions, these 
two seemingly contradictory philosophies may be just al­
ternative ways of looking at the same underlying world. 
B. Structural Matrix Errors 
Errors made in quantifying a functional system may 
carry over and effect estimates based upon the system. This 
may become serious if small errors can cumulate to produce 
large errors. The propagation of errors through computa­
tions using interindustry structural matrices has been 
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examined by vax-ious people (Barna, 8; Chenery and Clark, 22; 
Evans, 37; Netherlands Economic Institute, 104; Waugh, 146). 
It seems that estimates can be made with confidence that 
structural matrix errors are not only non-cumulative but 
compensating in effect. The power of this approach is 
enhanced by an inherent ability to minimize undesirable 
effects of data imperfections. A heuristic argument for 
this will be presented below. A discussion in its full 
rigor on this topic has been published by Evans (37). 
Given a conventional Leontief model, one can write 
aX + C = X , 
where a is the structural coefficient matrix, 
(I-a)X = C 
X = (l-a)-1C . 
(Eq. 143) 
Within this model, what can be said about the contribution 
of matrix errors to errors in estimates of activity levels? 
The method of computation by iterative expansion in 
powers, which is always convergent for proper inter-
industrial systems, may be visualized as indicating the 
first, second, third and diminishing higher order impacts 
upon an economy of a changed set of demands. The total 
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reaction is indicated by the series cum. The effect of 
errors in any row representing a given sector may be 
visualized through several iterative stages enough to see 
that the matrix errors would affect estimates of the given 
sector most seriously, but in no cumulative fashion, and 
would have smaller consequences for estimating relations to 
other sectors. In general, two errors in the structural 
matrix that are opposite in sign can thus only be compen­
sating in tendency as they affect any elements of the 
inverse matrix or estimates based on it. With more errors, 
the effect will be within limits set by the positive and 
negative errors that are considered separately. This is 
very significant because in the empirical quantification of 
structural matrices errors of opposite signs can be found 
and this means that they are compensating in effect. 
C. Errors Due to Constant Returns 
to Scale Assumptions 
Reasonably one cannot expect reality to be synonymous 
with the assumptions of linearity. Rather, the relevant 
question to ask is how good an approximation to reality such 
an assumption is. The complex interrelationships among so 
many sectors in an economy are at best not exactly linear, 
and possibly with discontinuities and many other irregulari­
ties . 
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In general, there is some statistical evidence that use 
of a linear form may fit the statistical facts of the 
economy (Evans, 37; Evans and Hoffenberg, 4o). The trouble 
is often not so much with linear forms as with the limited 
information available on these relations. That is why 
proportionality assumptions are introduced in order to make 
the model operational. 
In this study, it was assumed that the interrelation­
ships among the sectors of the economy can be represented 
by linear forms (within range of interest). It was also 
assumed that Xik varies with X^,= a^X^. However, there 
may be other amounts q^ which originate in sector i and 
move to sector k but which do not vary (as described) with 
changes in the activity of the k**1 industry. Thus one may 
write, C = C* + Q, where C" represents the actual amounts 
satisfying final demand and Q represents the row sum of the 
constant elements q_^. Then, 
(i-a)X = C + Q , 
or (Eq. 144) 
X = (1-a)"1 (C + Q) . 
One also can estimate the output levels Xg corre­
sponding to a different vector of final demand, C": 
Ce = K C + R , (Eq. 145) 
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so cnat 
Xg = (i-a) 1 (KG + R + Q) . (Eq. l46) 
For purposes of argument, one may assume that it has been 
possible to trace sales among the sectors in a base year but 
* 
only X^ and X^ are known, where the form of the relation­
ship is 
<k = Xik + 1lk . (Eq. 147) 
x*  
* ik If proportionality is assumed, then a k^ = , and 
%k 
(I-a*) X = C , 
or (Eq. 148) 
X = (I-a*)-1 C . 
Thus 
Xe = (I-a*) 1Ye = (I-a*) 1 (KG + R) . (Eq. 149) 
The proposition is presented diagramatically in Figure 7. 
The known values are X. and X^_. A "true" estimating 
system (Equation 146) is represented by the line inter­
secting the vertical line at q^. Because of lack of 
information the "true" relationship is given by the esti­
mating system (Equation 149) represented by the line through 
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W'non-iuiMr relationship 
Figure 7. Linear approximations of reality 
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the origin. If some informaLion on the linear relationship 
is given, the "true" line can be approximated as closely as 
the data permits. If the reality is non-linear, close esti­
mates (within limits) can be obtained. Considering the 
usual margins of error in economic data, it may be that in 
many cases attempts to use some higher order functions in 
place of linear relationships can well be regarded as 
illusionary precision (Evans, 37). 
In practical work, with limits on changes in the 
autonomous vector, the use of proportionality in place of 
other more suitable relations may often introduce errors to 
activity level estimates which are within the bounds of 
risk or uncertainty of economic measurements. 
D. Rounding Off Errors 
For purposes of this discussion, one may suppose that 
* ? 
an error matrix D, defined as a = a + D, consists of n 
* 
identical elements, d, where a is the observed matrix. 
Then 
(I-a*)-1 = (I-a)-1 [I-D (I-a)-1]-1 (Eq. 150) 
= [I - (l-a)-1D]-1 (I-a)-1 . (Eq. 151) 
If one denotes an element in the matrix (I-a) 1 as b, 
* ^ 
and bas the corresponding element in the matrix 
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(I-a )~ , then evaluation of Equation 151 leads to 
- tjk = tjl = airWd - = dlrtrl) . (Eq. 152) 
Since one has identical elements, d, 
bjk - bjk = dRjC^/(l - ds) . (Eq. 153) 
The Rj's represent the sum of the elements in row j, 
represents the sum of the elements in row k, and s the 
sum of all elements in the inverse matrix. For example, 
the 190-order 194-7 inverse matrix utilized in the BLS study 
had maximum row and column sums of 12.55 and 3.4-2 respec­
tively, and 379.69 for the sum of all elements (Evans, 37J 
Evans and Ho ff entier g, 40). It was computed that the 
greatest possible effect on the inverse matrix of rounding 
off the elements of the structural matrix at the fifth place 
would have been < .00021; and this would require more than 
36,000 maximum rounding errors in one direction1 In that 
—8 
example there were no discrepancies above 10 
In this study, a normative input-output model is in­
volved: 
minimum = 2 ,r .X. 
j 
subject to 
*1 ± f isti 
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and 
(l-a*)X = CS 
X > 0 . 
(Eq. 154) 
If a fixed decimal point system will "be used, the range 
of the variables will be limited. If it is put between .1 
and 10, there may occur relatively more significant rounding 
errors than indicated by the above discussion. The input-
output matrix also will pose a coding problem since a "1" 
will be contained in every column, and a number of "l's" in 
every row in the simplex table. 
E. Aggregation Errors 
The aggregation or index number problem is a very old 
and perplex one in economics. One can approach it from many 
theoretical viewpoints. In input-output, it occupies an 
important position because every empirical application in­
volves aggregation. To deal with such an esoteric subject 
extensively would go beyond the scope of this manuscript. 
The interested reader may be referred to a vast literature 
existing on this topic (Ara, 3; Dorfman et al., 35; Fei, 4l; 
Gosh, 57; Isard, 71; Leontief et_ al., 86; Maulinvaud, 90; 
Solow, 118; Theil, 123, 124). However, in prior discussion 
two basic types of aggregation procedures were mentioned: 
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aggregation according to similarities in input structure and 
aggregation according to similarities in product mix. These 
cases form a convenient starting point for a formal treat­
ment of the conditions for error-free aggregation. Random 
disturbances will be considered to be zero here. 
If two industries, n-1 and n are aggregated, then the 
* 
structural matrix a is transformed to a , and this corre­
spondence can be established: 
* 
each a^j = a^j, if in the new matrix i and j / n-1 
* 
a. 
* 
a. 
n_1 i = an_]_ + ani, if in the new matrix i ^  n-1 
^ n-1 = wn_iaj_ n-1 + Wnaln, if in the new matrix i ^  n-1 
n-1,n-1 ~ Wn-1 a^n-l,n-l + an,n-l^ + Wn a^n-l,n + ann^ * 
* 
a 
This implies that W , is a weight = — and 
Xn-1 + 
W = , also a weight. The X's are the value out-
Xn-1 + Xn 
puts of some base year, and the matrix a is based upon the 
base year data. 
* * * * 
One can also write X = MX, C = MC, and a = MaM , if 
M is defined as 
l6l 
M = I 0 . 
0 10 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
10 0 
. I 0 
. I I 
M* = I 0 . 
0 10 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 ¥ 
n-1 
0 ¥ 
n 
* * * 
But Wn_^ + W = 1, thus MM = I , where I is simply a 
unit matrix of (n-1) order. 
* 
It is clear that I depends on the X values of the "base 
* * 
year, and X = M X . 
Assuming a conventional input-output model, (i-a)X = C, 
one can state, 
C* = MC = M(l-a)X = M(l-a)M*X* = (MM*-MaM*)X* , 
or (Eq. 155) 
(l*-a*)X* = C* . 
Given C now, one can determine X uniquely, under the 
assumptions stated. However, such a relationship cannot be 
* * * 
postulated for C and X directly because C = M(I-a)X only. 
But if the input-output ratios are the same for the aggre-
* 
gated industries, then the a.. will be independent of ¥ , i j n-j. 
-X- -X* 
and Wn, or a sill be independent of M . Then one can 
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write exactly 0 = M(l-a)X = MX - MaX = MX - BMX = X - BX , 
* * *. * 
or C = (I -a )X , where Ma can be written as BM because of 
the equality of the input coefficients. Under this condi­
tion, no error would be introduced by aggregation then. 
* 
Is there another condition for the relation C = 
. * *. * (I -a )X to exist? 
It seems there is. What happens if Wn_1 and Wn remain 
unchanged, or the outputs of the aggregated sectors remain 
proportional? This implies that one knows the output of 
each separate industry when total output of the aggregate 
* 
sector is given. This means that one can write, X = CX , 
"X-
and MC = I , and C must be some matrix uniquely determined. 
Since M* = C, 
C* = M(l-a)X = M(l-a)CX* = (MC*-MaC)X* , 
or (Eq. 156) 
C* = (l*-a*)X*. 
This is the familiar proposition of the stability of product 
plus mix (Chenery and Clark, 22; Maulinvaud, 9 0 ) .  
Theil (123) in his monumental study on "Linear Aggre­
gation in Input-Output Analysis" postulated some "funda­
mental aggregation equations" of input-output. They express 
the macroprediction error of the total outputs of M in­
dustries in terms of two vectors and two matrices. The 
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vectors represent the final bill of goods and any errors in 
the "technical" equations -, both of them are on a micro basis 
and represent the predicted period. The matrices are those 
of the technical coefficients and of the total output pro­
portions of firms within their industries, and they are on 
a micro level but belong to the base period. The macro-
predictive error is the sum of a homogeneous linear combina­
tion of final demand of the individual firms and of the sum 
of the corresponding micropredictive errors, the latter 
errors being determined by the matrix of the technical micro 
coefficients and by the disturbances occurring due to its 
application in the predictive period. He defines that part 
of error which is due to the aggregation procedure as the 
aggregate bias of the macropredictions. This error is 
completely determined by the base period, for it contains 
only its technical coefficients and its output proportions 
(Theil, 123). The numerical specification is entirely based 
on the situation of one base period, while for regression 
and structural equations this becomes a problem of fitting, 
either over time or over space. Aggregation in input-output 
(per se) may be characterized by more stability in this 
respect. Aggregation in input-output has other desirable 
characteristics. The macroparameters are dependent upon 
the corresponding micro parameters only, i.e., no technical 
macro coefficient depends upon a micro coefficient of a 
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firm in a different Industry. This may not be true for re­
gression or structural equations. And lastly, the aggrega­
tion bias of small industries with relatively small outputs 
tends to be also small in an absolute (not relative) sense. 
This result does not hold for other aggregation problems. 
P. Stochastic Disturbances 
1. Econometric method 
Any discussion of random shocks leads one into the 
realm of the econometric method. Up to now, the postulated 
relationships have been assumed to be either of exact nature 
or subject to errors of the non-stochastic type. Inclusion 
of random errors makes possible the utilization of prob­
abilistic laws. 
The econometric method as developed by Cowles Commis­
sion research views economic theories as scientifically 
valid if they can be formally presented by a probabilistic 
model. It is based on beliefs almost opposite to the 
philosophy of institutional!sm (or holism) as exemplified 
so well by Veblen. Its methodology consists primarily of 
three basic parts : the search for autonomous relationships, 
the identification problem, and finding the best statistical 
estimates for parameters. Autonomous relationships between 
the endogenous and exogenous or predetermined variables must 
be established. For example, in a system of simultaneous 
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equations this means that each equation must be autonomous 
of all the others. A parameter in an equation should not be 
influenced by changes in parameters when occurring in other 
equations. 
An identification problem exists when observations on 
the endogenous and exogenous variables cannot be uniquely 
associated with any structural parameter of the theoretical 
model. A number of equations can be formed containing the 
same endogenous and exogenous variables but they cannot be 
uniquely related to any one structural parameter (Tintner, 
135). The problem becomes one of formal logic. Proof of 
identification can be given. The conditions are : the 
number of variables (both exogenous and endogenous) that are 
excluded from the equation must be at least one less than 
the number of equations in the system; the coefficients of 
the variables excluded must form at least one non-zero 
determinant. If one equation is used, there is no identi­
fication problem. This equation cannot be represented by 
any other one. However, it may be of limited use from the 
economic viewpoint. And from the statistical viewpoint, the 
"least-squares' bias" is as follows : The endogenous vari­
ables should ideally exert no influence on the explanatory 
exogenous variables; however, in social sciences it is im­
possible to randomize the indirect influences (no controlled 
experiments) which are to be excluded from one particular 
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equation. Thus, the endogenous variables may exercise an 
(stochastic) influence on the exogenous variables via the 
relations in other equations of the system. The bias in a 
single equation is due to dealing with each equation 
separately. This bias can be avoided by considering the 
equations jointly. However, the equations must be identi­
fied. If they are just identified the system can be treated 
in a reduced form by expressing each endogenous variable as 
a linear function of all the predetermined variables. In 
this case the least squares method yields maximum likelihood 
estimates of the structural parameters because there exists 
a unique linear transformation from the reduced form 
parameters to the structural parameters. If the system is 
overidentified, maximum likelihood methods of parameter 
estimation must be used on statistical grounds. The number 
of variables excluded from any one equation in the structure 
is greater than the number of such equations less one. When 
the system is underidentified, explanation cannot be given 
because it is impossible to relate observations unambiguous­
ly with the formal structure. In the process of reduction, 
parameters are combined and then estimated in reduced form. 
But the system is no longer structural in the case of under-
identification since it is impossible, in general, to de­
compose the combined parameters estimated and to derive 
separate values for the parameters of the original 
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structure. In the reduced form some (or all) original 
parameters have lost their independence of other parameters. 
The problem of identification is quite often overlooked 
because the structure and its reduced form seem mathemati­
cally equivalent. It is clear that when the reduced form 
rather than structural systems are employed, explanations 
are to some extent inadequate and predictions can become 
hazardous, because one may deal not with structural 
autonomous relations now but with processes which cannot be 
identified and can change in an unpredictable manner. Since 
it is difficult often to construct correctly a system of 
autonomous relations as defined theoretically, econometri-
cians tend to look for relations which statistical experi­
ence shows to be relatively autonomous for working purposes. 
Probability models are used to estimate the parameters 
and generate predictions. In certain cases as pointed out 
earlier the least-squares method is valid. Otherwise, the 
Limited Information Maximum Likelihood method (LIML) or the 
Full Information Maximum Likelihood method (FIML) is used. 
The LIML approach achieves some computational simpli­
fications and applies for the case of overidentification. A 
restricted subset of the system is considered assuming that 
the exogenous variables entering the excluded equations are 
known. If the subset of equations is exactly identified, 
least-squares methods can be applied to the reduced form of 
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the subset. If the subset is overidentified, the LIML 
approach is similar to the FIML method. Only restrictions 
implied by the excluded structural equations on the subset 
of parameters to be estimated are ignored. Thus efficiency 
of the parameter estimates is given up for computational 
simplification. 
The FIML approach utilizes all information given by the 
model. Each parameter estimate is consistent with all the 
elements and relations in the system; it reflects the set 
of sample observations on all the variables and the prob­
ability characteristics of the stochastic variables. The 
FIML approach can generate estimates that are consistent, 
efficient, and unbiased. The original equation system is 
used as a set of transformation functions expressing the 
endogenous variables in terms of the joint normal prob­
ability distribution of the shocks and the predetermined 
variables together. The result is a model which may be 
thought of as giving the observed values of the endogenous 
variables if the parameters of that model were known. But 
they are precisely the unknowns. Given is a sample of joint 
observations of the exogenous and endogenous variables 
obeying a partially specified probability law. The problem 
is solved by treating the unknown parameters as dependent 
variables, all the rest, both the endogenous and exogenous 
variables, being predetermined. On this basis, the joint 
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probability distribution of the endogenous variables is de­
termined, and a likelihood function is derived which can be 
used to estimate the "most likely" values of the parameters 
of all equations simultaneously. Once the parameters are 
estimated, the Joint probability law or model is fully 
specified and yields point predictions of the most likely 
values of the endogenous variables together with the prob­
ability distribution of other values around those point 
predictions. These distributions are determined by the 
variance of both the random variables and the sampling 
errors associated with parameter estimation. 
Recently Basmann (10) developed a method of equation 
estimation which is a generalization of classical linear 
estimation and leads to estimates which possess optimal 
properties equivalent to those of limited-information 
single-equation estimators. These estimators are precisely 
equivalent to the "raw second round" estimators as developed 
by Theil (122). 
Since consideration of stochastic processes is the 
subject matter of this section, it thus properly belongs in 
the third major task of econometrics, namely estimation of 
parameters. 
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2. Estimation of parameters 
From the scientific viewpoint, estimation of the re­
liability of a model is indispensable. Although one can 
never account for all errors, in practice one would hope for 
specification of the major types at least. There are 
several types of errors to consider : errors due to omission 
of some forces acting upon the established relation, ob­
servational errors, or errors due to variability of nature 
(such as yields). Assuming that these errors follow some 
relevant probability distributions, statistical methods 
could be used to arrive at estimates of the limits of re­
liability. 
The statistical estimation of pure input-output results 
poses a perplexing problem for many reasons. Observations 
are generally not available in a usable form. For example, 
observations on input-output coefficients over time are in 
general not available. And time series extending over long 
periods are really not suitable because of technological 
changes. Besides, the preparation of input-output data 
requires all time and effort available so that specification 
of errors cannot be undertaken due to fund or time limita­
tions generally. What is needed is a study whose main 
objective is estimation of errors. 
Another problem is of mathematical nature. The large 
number of simultaneous equations involved and the fact that 
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all expressions in the equations may be subject to error 
complicate the specification of distributions and the 
empirical application of the results; and the results may 
involve tedious calculations. 
Lonseth (88), Hotelling (68), and Turing (142), for 
example, have analyzed errors in systems of linear equa­
tions, but they seem to be mostly concerned with rounding 
errors. The errors are not considered to be random in 
general and the treatment is not based on the theory of 
probability. Box and Hunter (l4) have extended the argument 
given by Fieller (42) and presented a method of obtaining 
confidence regions for the solution of a set of linear 
equations when the errors in the coefficients are assumed 
to have a multivariate normal distribution. But there are 
difficulties in the empirical application of the results. 
Babbar (7) derives actual approximate distributions of the 
variables which occur as a solution to the set of equations 
and as a distribution of a linear function. Confidence 
limits of the variables and the linear function can be found 
relatively easy. Tintner (138) applies a similar method to 
stochastic linear programming. As far as application to 
pure input-output models is concerned, several basic 
approaches may be possible. 
Economic observations may be treated as if they were a 
result of stochastic processes. An observed element of a 
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structural matrix may belong to a population of possible 
observations with a certain distribution, a mean (or true 
value), and a variance. The observed element may be 
selected in a random manner. 
To indicate this approach in principle, the simplest 
type of a situation may be imagined. For example, a par­
ticular activity level estimate may be obtained as a func­
tion of final demand and the matrix inverse : 
Xr = * brsYs (E9. 157) 
p 
If CT (x^) is denoted as the variance of X^, then 
Var (2 a.X.) = S a? a2(X.) + S S a.a. ct.. . (Eq. 158) 
i 1 1 i 1 1 i^j 
Thus, 
Var (X*) = E Yg Var (b*g) + S E Y^Cov (b*st>*t) . (Eq. 159) 
S s^t 
Now, if one assumes that only the i^*1 row of the structural 
matrix is subject to error, then 
/ * X 
* to -î q ( a J J — a. . ) 
brs = "rs + bri ? n Jy , J, *J T > (^- 160> j 1 S aj_ j ) 
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and 
. (Eq. l6l) 
If one denotes last expression In the large brackets on the 
right as B, then It Is of the form 
If the process of estimation of the structural coef­
ficients Is unbiased, E(C) = E(D) = 0, and It may be 
Expansion In a Taylor series to a first approximation 
results In this expected value: 
One may assume that the elements In the same row of the 
structural matrix are Independently, Identically, and ran­
domly distributed. This may overestimate the variance 
because in a row of a structural matrix the elements may 
show covariance (negative). 
By squaring B, expanding, and subtracting the square of 
Equation 163 one obtains as the variance of B the following 
B = C (1-D) . (Eq. 162) 
assumed that |D| < 1. 
(Eq. 163) 
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expression: 
Var (B) = I: bjgVar (a*j) - [E b^b^Var (a^)]2 . (Eq. 164) 
J j 
Another simplification is possible: one might assume that 
the coefficient of variation = 0y = (3tandard deviation} 
is the same for all the elements in the i^*1 row of the 
structural matrix. Now, 
Cy (a*.) = Cv (a*fc) = Cy (aj_) . (Eq. 165) 
Under this assumption, Equation 164 becomes 
Var (B) = C2(ai) S afb^ „ C^) [E a^b .^D2 . 
J J 
(Eq. 166) 
Dropping the second term on the right of Equation 166 and 
substituting in Equation l6l will yield an upper limit for 
* 
the variance of t>rs: 
Var (b*s) = b2^ C2(a^) S a2b2s . (Eq. 167) 
Proceeding in the same fashion, one also obtains 
Cov (b*sb*t) = bp1C2(a1) Z a2bjsbjt . (Eq. 168) 
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Incorporating these results in Equation 139 and. simplifying, 
one can write 
Var (X*) = b^C2^ ) E a2j (2 Ysbjs)2 . (Eq. 169) 
j S 
Now one can utilize the above variance estimate, provided 
that some observations on the input coefficients are avail­
able or the value of C^(a^) is known. 
There are two other basic stochastic models that may be 
considered: 
The first model may be 
X = aX + E . (Eq. 170) 
Here X is a transaction matrix of order n-n and P1 is a 
vector of primary inputs not included in the transaction 
matrix: 
X' = i< 2L_ , and a = X X_1 (Eq. 171) 
P' 
where 11 is a vector of units of order n-1 and X is the 
diagonal matrix formed from X'. Thus a is the conventional 
input coefficient matrix; E is a matrix of random variables 
p 
N(0,cr ). One could assume that X is fixed or random 
(because of its relation to X). Briggs (16) finds that for 
an open model in the case of fixed X the mle and Ise are 
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equivalent. In the second case, in which X and X are re­
garded as random variables, the mle does not yield the lse. 
In the second model, a can be considered as a system­
atic component and E as the random component of the matrix 
* 
a , 
X = a*X = (a+E) X . (Eq. 172) 
In such a model, Briggs (l6) finds that the mle and the 
lse are equivalent. 
In this study programming methods have been used to 
solve for optimum outputs. The assumption that some-vari­
ables involved are subject to random shocks will bring one 
into the domain of stochastic or chance-constrained pro­
gramming. Babbar (7), Charnes and Cooper (19), Dantzig 
(29), Preund (5€>), Hanson (58), Madansky (89), Tintner (136) 
and others have written on this subject. Stochastic linear 
programming is a situation in which the coefficients (in the 
objective function or in the restraints) or the constants 
are considered as random variables. One can assume that a 
joint probability distribution of the relevant random 
variables exists. This constitutes then a linear program 
with risk. Obviously, there are a number of ways to deal 
with it. Given that one knows only the limits of the values 
that some parameters can take (and their joint probabili­
ties), one may solve the program for these alternative 
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values and compute the probability or the objective function 
(which is a linear function of the joint probabilities of 
the coefficients appearing in a random fashion). If more 
information is available, one can consider the joint dis­
tribution of the coefficients. The distribution of the 
optimal solutions corresponding to each point on the joint 
distribution of the coefficients of the objective equation 
is some function of the distribution of the coefficients. 
In practical applications because of lack of information and 
the prohibitive number of calculations involved only some 
selected points in the parameter space can be considered at 
best. But this creates problems of uniqueness of the re­
sulting solutions. From the approximate distribution of the 
optimal objective function one could compute the lower 5 
per cent limit, the upper 95 per cent limit, and the ex­
pected value, for example (Tintner, 138). 
Given errors in the variables involved, another 
strategy to follow may be to maximize the expected value of 
the objective function, or CX = maximum, subject to ÂX = B. 
Hanson (58) uses this approach and derives formulas for 
computing the probability that a variable shown to be non-
optimal is really optimal. 
Madansky (89) investigates how good stochastic linear 
program approximations are to the optimal solutions when the 
inequality restraints are random variables but their 
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expected values are utilized in computing the solution. He 
is able to develop some bounds which can be utilized in 
assessing how good an approximation the "expected value" 
solution is to the optimal solution. 
After considering the problems involved in error 
specification of linear programming these conclusions 
emerge : 
In any realistic empirical application of a model to 
the United States economy (except highly aggregated) most 
approaches suggested are prohibitively expensive and the 
results may not justify the efforts. And the data re­
quirements could not be met. The specification of prob­
ability limits on output levels would fall in this list 
also. Thus, from the practical viewpoint, one is left with 
this alternative: specification of error bounds on the 
whole objective function. If any recommendations are made 
based on the model such an error estimate would be extremely 
useful. There are two approaches to consider : one can 
assume that all coefficients (production, objective func­
tion) and restraint constants are subject to some percentage 
error downward and upward. Solving a program for each set 
of the two situations would yield bounds if the general 
characteristics of the solutions bounded were known (of 
course, if all the elements in a row or column in the 
simplex matrix are subject to a constant percentage error 
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then the optimal solution remains unchanged). Bur this is 
really a problem In programming. One needs to specify, 
given a matrix, the conditions (and magnitude) for each type 
of error (in the objective function) to occur. Treatment in 
a stochastic fashion avoids this difficulty by introducing 
probability operations. Thus one may be left with this 
approach: Specification of the confidence limits of the 
whole objective function assuming that the variances of its 
components are known. 
The objective function for this model is: 
minimum = 2 C.X. , j = 1,2,3,...,n . 
Assuming now that an optimum solution is obtained, Z = 
E C.X., the variance of Z can be specified: 
J J 
n p 
Var (Z) = S Var (C.)XT + 22 X.X. Gov (C.C. ) . (Eq. 173) 
j=l 3 3 j/i 3 1 31 
The resource cost per dollar of output of a regional 
commodity can be conceived as 
regional commodity resource cost k 
regional commodity value output 
which is equivalent to 
physical resource input » resource price 
regional commodity price • regional physical output 
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The variance ox u., var (U . tnen can oe reaucea to 
/ resource price \2 ^ 
^regional commodity value output'j 
Var (physical resource input )^. . 
The covariance of (G .C. ), 
J -*• 
Gov (C C )  =  ( resource price x 
1 j iy ^regional commodity value output'j 
z resource price \ 
^regional commodity value output 
Gov C(physical resource input)^ 
(physical resource input)^] 
These can be substituted in the above function. 
Thus, 
o O 
Var (Z) = 2 K. Var (R. ) X. + 22 X.X.K.K. Gov (R.R. ) j=1 J J J J i J i J i 
(Eq. 
where ^ resource price \ 
j ~~ ^regional commodity value output j-
R. = (physical resource input). 
J J 
X. = (optimal value output). . 
J J 
l8l 
The above model 1s indicative only of one of three 
possible formulations of the problem. One can assume that 
output is the variable while the resource inputs are 
constant; or both inputs and outputs may be subject to some 
random fluctuations. If output is assumed to be a variable, 
given it is independently distributed with mean zero and a 
finite variance, estimates of the Var (C^. ) would need to be 
derived. If both inputs and outputs are varying then 
specification of the Var (C.) becomes complicated. If both 
are X distributed (independently, mean zero) then their 
ratio would follow the well known F distribution. If both 
follow a gamma distribution, their ratio may be reduced to 
a 3 function. Thus the probability limits at a preselected 
level for the deviation of the objective function (assuming 
it is based on an arithmetic average) from its expected 
value can be calculated in the long-run, given a normal 
distribution. An interesting case presents itself when ob­
servations are not available. One could resort to Monte 
Carlo methods or pick at random coefficients to form or 
realize a program set. A number of these programs could be 
generated in this manner and the expected value and thus the 
variance of the objective function could be derived. 
Var (objective function) = E (An optimum solution -
p 
Average of optimum solutions) 
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Again assuming normality, confidence limits (in the long-
run) for the expected value of the objective function could 
be obtained. 
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VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This study represents an attempt to study the economic 
significance of land resources and their use in a new frame­
work. Briefly, a'multi-regional, spatial commodity model in 
the input-output spirit was constructed. The modifications 
were : multiple primary resources, substitution between pro­
duction processes or inputs on the production side and 
substitution on the demand side between identical commodi­
ties were introduced. Assuming production functions to be 
homogeneous of degree one, the choice problem of what, 
where, how and how much to produce was solved by linear 
programming methods. In general, a solution with any 
rectangular structural matrix can be found now. 
The direction and magnitude (with an error) of the 
effects of changes in output, employment, income or demand 
can be traced fully on land utilization in a consistent and 
rigorous fashion throughout the whole economy. Also changes 
in patterns of land use and the concomitant effects on pro­
duction, employment, income and other economic variables 
(regional trade, supply of inputs, etc.) can be studies 
formally within the model. This makes it especially suit­
able for study of various government undertakings. 
The total impacts on the whole economy or localities 
of changes in consumption, investment, foreign trade, or 
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government activities (such as natural resource development 
projects) can be determined by land resource multipliers. 
This is possible because land resources have been explicitly 
connected with the economic system. Another method to 
evaluate the benefits of the resource development projects 
is through modification of the resource restraint vector in 
the programming problem. 
The use of this model for less developed countries with 
the characteristic situation of inadequate production and 
abundant labor force was discussed briefly. 
The manuscript thus basically suggested six ideas : 
integration of input-output and programming in the study of 
land-use; utilization of multiple resource models; intro­
duction of technological changes; superimposition of a 
macromodel over an input-output model; extension of input-
output analysis to the interesting non-linear case; and 
consideration of the programming solution of such a model in 
a stochastic framework. 
It would take many years, a lot of funds, and many 
studies to explore all of these suggestions. Because of 
limitations on time and funds, only the first two of these 
could be pursued in a more substantial manner. Some atten­
tion was given to stochastic disturbances. 
In this study, an approach to study technological 
changes with its ramifications and effects upon land 
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Isesources has been proposed. Technological changes need 
also be introduced because the model is used for projec­
tions. These are simply projections of past trends and do 
not constitute predictions or forecasts. In general, 
straight-line projections were suggested. 
It may be that technological change is of a cumulative 
nature. The results of new research and inventions may 
facilitate a faster proliferation of successful combinations. 
If this view is correct, then projections should be made on 
a curved line. And then it becomes more difficult to 
anticipate radical departures from past trends. 
In general, economists tend to stress the technical and 
economic feasibility of changes and minimize the impact of 
political, social, legal, and psychological variables on 
invention, innovation, and diffusion of technology. It is 
the firm belief of the writer that one major reason for the 
inaccuracy of projections is an institutional phenomenon: 
vested interests (many of non-economic nature) interact with 
purely technological factors. Actually, the results of the 
complex interaction of the technological factors with the 
institutional environment is what the economist is in­
terested in. 
It is hoped that this study may stimulate more rigorous 
quantitative analyses of land resources. But a word of 
warning may be in order. Although mathematical and 
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sLatlsbiual methods look very promising now as far as 
progress in economics is concerned (particularly when they 
are expanded to include institutional factors), it may be 
inappropriate to cling to one particular method of approach 
without a proper viewpoint. Economics is in a stage of 
hypothesis seeking. In such a stage, various methods should 
be no doubt thoroughly explored, but with maintenance of an 
open, objective, and critical mind. Perhaps for real 
progress to take place the maintenance of a correct, objec­
tive attitude is just as important in the long-run as ex­
ploration of new tools or models. 
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X. APPENDIX A 
Comment on Hawkins-Simon stability conditions : 
An alternative presentation leading to the same conclu­
sions concerning economic stability can be made in terms of 
the net output or consumption possibility schedules as shown 
in Figure 8. 
That the Hawkins-Simon conditions must hold in addition 
to the requirement that each (l-a^) > 0 for the economy to 
be viable can be seen more clearly in Figure 9. Now, no 
combination of the outputs of the two industries can give a 
positive net output despite the fact that the non-zero 
determinant holds. 
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Figure 8. Hypothetical consumption possibility schedule 
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Figure 9. Negative net output 
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XX. APPENDIX B 
Dynamic input-output analysis : 
The dynamic input-output system is a generalization of 
the static model. It can be described by this set of n ' 
linear differential equations : 
Xi(t) - 2 a^jXj(t) - Z bijXj(t) = C±(t) , 
d=i j=i 
(Eq. 175) 
ijj = 1,2,...,n . 
The b^j's now are the capital coefficients which show 
how much of the stock of the product i is required by the 
sector producing j per unit of flow of output. Thus the 
above equation represents the combined flows of product i 
used on "current account" by all sectors, while the third 
term on the left stands for the total of flows of product i 
which satisfy the stock requirements of all sectors. C,(t) 
in an open system is a function of time; if C\(t) = 0 at all 
times the model is called "closed." In matrix notation, the 
above equation can be written as (i-a).X - bX = C, where a 
and b are both of order n-n, and the vector X consists of 
dX 
elements. In a closed system, (i-c)X - dX = 0, where c 
and d are both of order (n+l)•(n+l). 
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The solutions of such models depend upon the roots of 
the determinantal equations. In the open system, |(i-a) -
Xb t = 0, and the solution is 
n X* 
X = S a .e J + f , 
j=l J 
where f is a vector of functions of time t (Netherlands 
Economic Institute, 104; Tintner, 136). When the closed 
model is considered, the determinantal equation is | (i-c) -
XdI =0. Now the solution is given by 
n+1 X. 
X = S c.e J 
j=l 3 
If the roots X^ are all real and distinct the solution then 
is a sum of exponentials or may be considered as a sum of 
exponential trends (Tintner, 136). The dynamic model be­
longs to a class of models called dynamic equilibrium or 
balanced growth models. In these models all economic vari­
ables are maintained at their optimum levels at all times. 
They are unrealistic because the real world may be 
unbalanced, i.e., economic growth at best moves towards 
balance or tends towards optimum values. Also growth is 
synonymous with change in the endogenous parameters which 
are assumed to be constant. 
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The dynamic model uses the accelerator principle. Net 
investment in any sector is proportional to the rate of 
change of output of that sector. In this sense the model 
is irreversible (disinvestment is ruled out), and the factor 
of proportionality does not take into account changes in 
excess capacity. Thus every conventional dynamic Leontlef 
system has one initial relative configuration that can 
satisfy the equalities as given in Equation 175 and shows 
steady, balanced growth. A slightest disturbance may result 
in growth that either violates AS^ > 0 (no disinvestment), 
S. = b.X., or may require use of inequalities rather than i J J 
equalities (in Equation 175). Dorfman j2t al. (35) argues 
that by moving from static equalities to dynamic equalities 
one gains only illusionary freedom from choice of alterna­
tive efficient dynamic plans. Choice really becomes 
inevitable. 
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XII. APPENDIX C 
Tests on the stability of structural coefficients : 
The first published test was accomplished by Leontlef 
(84). He utilized United States input-output tables for 
1919, 1929, and 1939 and compared the relative changes of 
input coefficients of thirteen industries. In the first 
decade 20 per cent of the coefficients varied less than 20 
per cent and 33 per cent of the coefficients varied less 
than 20 per cent during the second decade. A test com­
pleted by the Japanese government in 1957 is more conclusive 
(Chenery and Clark, 22). It was shown that three-fourths 
of the input coefficients varied less than 20 per cent from 
1951 to 1954. In the United States in the federal govern­
ment's interindustry research program the stability of 
coefficients was also investigated (Evans and Hoffenberg, 
40). The results indicated that out of 10,000 non-zero 
matrix elements only 320 were important in the sense of ex­
ceeding error limits put on industries under the assumption 
that all coefficients changed by 100 per cent. Thus it was 
shown that the results of input-output analyses are not 
sensitive to changes in most coefficients even if they are 
large. This means that key coefficients can be selected for 
adjustment with reasonable hope of accurate results. But 
the effects of simultaneous variation, however, were not 
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studied. 
Cameron (17) also found that the hypothesis of constant 
input-output coefficients is valid in the short-run for 
major material inputs in a sample of industries that were 
studied. 
Arrow and Hoffenberg (6) used two sophisticated methods 
to explain the variation of input coefficients by four pre­
determined variables employing simultaneous equations and 
programming. The variables were : share of national defense 
in GNP, time trend, real per capita income, and excess of 
an industry's output over past peak output. A high corre­
lation between changes in input coefficients and the pre­
determined variables indicates that input coefficients may 
be estimated fairly accurately by such methods. 
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XIII. APPENDIX D 
Formulation of empirical programming models : 
There are two types of basic models that can be 
empirically implemented according to the assumptions made. 
Within each basic model many variations are possible again. 
For purposes of exposition they will be demonstrated in some 
hypothetical cases. 
One may deal with an economy consisting of three 
regions with three industries located in each, and there are 
three national industries. A conventional table of input-
output coefficients is available for the economy including 
primary resource coefficients. 
1. Assuming that substitution is possible only on the 
demand side (between commodities), a programming model may 
be set up to deal with the choice problem of activity 
levels. Some selected input can be minimized. 
S—W J—_L 
minimum (Eq. 176) 
subject to 
(I-A)+X = C (Eq. 177) 
(Eq. 178) K > Ea,.X , for each region 
**»<J J 
X± > a, .X. , for each region (Eq. 179) 
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Equation 176 (1 row): 
aklXl + ak2X2 + ak3X3 + aklXl + ak2X2 + ak3X3 + aklXl + 
ak2X2 + ak3X3 + aklXl + ak2X2 + ak3%3 = minlmum 
Equation 177 (6 rows): 
x3" + X? + - 1 1 1a1s,1X® -11 2a?,2X® 
111 g=0 J=1 -LJ 3 8=0 j=l 3 
1 1 3 S 3%.s = C1 + c2 + c3 
s=0 j=l J 3 
x^ + x^ + 
3 3 -, s -, g 2 2 laî/x! 
8=0 3=1 3 3 
I 1 2a| 
s=0 3=1 3 3 
3 
2 
8=0 3=1 
Cg + Cg + ^ 2 
X^ + Xg + x3 3 3 1 g 1 s 2 2 1a^.1x! 
8=0 3=1 ^3 3 
2 2 2%.s 
s=o 3=1 J 
3 
2 2 3a®..3x! 
s=o 3=1 33 
C3 + °| + °3 
ro v- y § O^s Ovs X-i — h h a-, • X. — 
1 8=0 3=1 J 3 
,0 
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x2 - Z Z 
8=0 j=l 3 
— c 0 
x2 - Z z % 
8=0 j=i -30 3 
= c: 
Equation 178 (3 rows): 
2 
K1 (resource capacity in region 1 ) > S a,1 .X"^ 
3=1 3 3 
2 / 3 p p 
K (resource capacity in region 2) > Z a, .X. 
3=1 3 3 
o 3 00 
^(resource capacity in region 3) > Z Z aP.X.  
s=0,3 3=1 J J 
Equation 179 (9 rows): 
> Z Z laf.1%! 
1 
~ s=0 3=1 lj J 
X^  > Z Z -""ap.% 
2 
- 8=0 3=1 23 3 
x^  > z z ^ .^ x! , 
3 " s=0 3=1 3j J 
and repeat these inequalities for regions 2 and 3. 
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In this model it is assumed that industries with the same 
subscripts in different regions produce goods which are 
substitutable in consumption but not in production. If one 
intends to minimize other resources nothing changes in 
principle in formulating the problem. 
2. If one deals with a situation where substitution in 
production and consumption can be reasonably assumed to 
exist then the problem is simplified. The objective func­
tion (Equation 176) would not be changed at all. In the 
restrictions (l-A)+X = C nothing also changes except the 
requirement that production of each industry at least equal 
the industrial demand for its products can be dropped. Sub­
stitution in inputs means that industries with the same 
subscript in all regions can be used as sources of inputs. 
The solution would yield the level of outputs of each 
regional and national industry and a pattern of resource use 
subject to the restrictions imposed. The implications of 
various programs or different types of resource use and the 
repercussions on the economy can be quantitatively studied 
on a geographical basis. When the model is applied to the 
United States economy similar considerations are made. 
Assuming that a regional structural matrix of the economy 
is available, exhibiting 10 regions, 9 commodity groups in 
each region, and 13 national industries, the following 
program results: 
2l4 
Under situation 1 : 
E S akjXj = min^ mum 
(I-A)+X = C 
X1 ^  a^jXj 
% - akj%J 
1 row 
22 rows 
80 rows 
10 rows 
113 rows 
Under situation 2: 
E E a^jXj = minimum 
(I-A)+X = C 
% - &kjXj 
1 row 
22 rows 
10 rows 
33 rows 
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Direct extension of model to non-linear programming : 
The model as presented could be generalized simply by 
including exports and imports and thus extended to the non­
linear case for example in this fashion: 
min Z = S C .X , ( j = 1,2,... ,n) j CJ J 
subject to: 
XJ + IJ " Ej ajXk - °j 
jfi ~ jfi + T 
J %Xj i K-t 
2 C
=A ± K= 
2 CLjXj < ^  
where 
X. > 0, E > 0, I > 0, a, - > 0, 2 a, - < 1, i,j = 1,2, ...n. 
J J J -L J 4 -'J 
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The variables are : 
Xj = quantity of commodity j produced 
Ij = quantity of commodity j imported 
Ej = quantity of commodity j exported 
The parameters of the model are : 
a^j = quantity of commodity i used per one unit of 
commodity j produced 
= quantity of labor used per one unit of commodity 
j produced 
C . = quantity of capital used per one unit of 
commodity j produced 
= quantity of land used per one unit of commodity j 
produced 
Pgj = export unit price of commodity j 
j = import unit price of commodity i 
Cj = final demand for commodity j 
= available land supply 
= available labor supply 
K = available capital supply 
T is the trade deficit. 
The non-linearity can be introduced now by assuming that 
Pgj = a. + BjEj , aj > 0 , 3^. < 0 , j = 1,2,...,n . 
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This model has been presented in an aggregate fashion 
for the whole economy. It could be easily disaggregated on 
a regional basis. Such a model may be in its present form 
applicable to situations in less developed economies, where 
data on regional bases are not available, where trade plays 
an important role, and where an overall guide for develop­
ment is desired with an explicit inclusion of the role of 
land resources in the economy. Evidently, capital has been 
chosen as the scarcest resource. In real situations, other 
resources, such as land, or both land and capital, may be 
chosen to be minimized. The function to be minimized may 
be viewed as a converse function of X^. (j = 1,2, ...,n), and 
the set X, I, E satisfying the restrictions in a convex 
set. 
